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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 30, 1901.

1

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

BURR ILL &

SON,

NEW ADVERTIHKMRNTM THIS WEEK.

Legislative notice—Inland fisheries and game.

G1EHAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bubbux Bank Bldo.,
W«

ELLSWORTH,

KKPKKSHUT

"

ME.

THE

Foreign Companies.
Compatible with Safety.

Lowest Rates
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collateral.

■

on

real

Improved

and

estate

.....;

COAST

For other local newe $eepage• 4,5 and 8.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr., are In
Boston.

|

Tho GEO.

M. GRANT CO..
Insurance end Real Estate,
_Ellsworth and B«r Harbor, Ms._

General

W. O. Emery, of Sullivan,
worth yesterday.

STILL FREEZING WEATHER!
A few of those
HEAVY WINTER OVERCOATS
at

$3.00

$4.00.

and

Not many left—can get them at these ridiculously low prices while they last.

I

(STOCKINGS

Lygonla lodge, F. and A. M., will work
third degree to-nlgbt.
David LInneban is now employed in
F. W. Stone’s eigsr factory.
TheEpwortb League will serve supper
at the Methodist vestry this evening.
Miss Lucy Greenan, daughter of John
Greenan, is very low with consumption.
Harvard Jordan is back at work again,
after being latd up a week with the grip.

FOR CHILDREN from 2 to 7 years—5c. per pair to close.

The Literature club will meet with Rev.
J. M. Adams next Monday evening, Feb-

Huts and Cups, Mulllcrs, “Comfort” Mittens mid Gloves—Furnish-

ruary 4.
Mrs. Alfred Walton, of Bangor, was the
guest of Mrs. George H. Grant several

ing

Goods.

days recently.
W. Austin is in Boston spendfew weeks with her daughter, Miss

Mrs. A.

OWBN

ing

BYRN.

a

church,
He ia

|

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.

*

*

Insure your property through the agency of

♦

C. W. & F. L. MASON.
Rooms

and j. First National Bank Building, Ellsworth, flaine.

a

Lowest Hates

on

anything

If you liave

to insure, call or write to us for terms.

♦

trip
Capt.

I have

purchased
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g

stand on Franklin street, where I shall be

9

to meet their old customers, and many new ones.

i

X

ELLSWORTH.

I FRANKLIN ST.,

No.

g

DAVIS,

J.
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UNDERTAKING.
I have
& Son.

out the undertaking department of A. \V. Cushman
Also the Upholstering and Picture-framing depart-

bought

ments.
SHADES in stock and to order.

WINDOW

WORK of every kind.

Whiting

Broa. have

is marked.

store.

With

(

W.

JOHDAN.

staples, SMITH & MOODY
have now on hand at their store in Manning block on Franklin strete
This
the finest stock of PIANOS ever shown in Hancock county.
stock of pianos lias been selected with great care from the leading manthan
can
six
stores
ufacturers.
buy cheaper
Buying for their
they
small dealers and can, therefore, sell a good piano at a lower price.
sell on very
in
aitd
take
old
They
exchange.
organs
pianos
They
to coreasy monthly payments. Any one wanting a piano will do well
respond with or call on this firm.

STAPLES,

SMITH

&

HOODY,
Ellsworth, Maine.

No. 4 Franklin Street,

High grade piano tuning.
“The Beautiful l»

l>erhtt|>n
—

:—All—

more

as

Useful

as

Seth T.

a

GET

THE

BEST;

week’s

children

visit.
have

M. M.

SEASONABLE FLOWERS

IT COSTS NO MORE.

and PLANTS at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
LETTUCE and

PARSLEY

always

on

hand.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

been

two
two

past

weeks.

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will give a
sociable Thursday evening at their lodge
rooms

and hall in the

Manning

block.

turkey supper will be served. All
and their families are invited.

A

Masons

Dr. R. P. Grindle, of Biuebill, passed
through the city yesterday on his way to
Augusta to attend, in tiie interest of
academies, a hearing before the committee of the legislature ou education.
There will he hii entertainment at the
Unitarian vestry to-morrow evening at
7.30, when the little drama, “A Love of a
Bonnet,” will h*» presented by Mr«. W.
H. Titus’Sunday school class of girls,
y

three feet rqtiare
roof.

A

he union

some

through

burned

whm

hole

Sunday

the

even-

ing services of the P-otMlnut churches of
Ellsworth held the first Sunday evening
of each month, will takp place next Sundayevening al the Coii*« * gulional church.
The sermon will he hy Rev. David Kerr,
of the Baptist church.
District Deputy Charles F. Paine, of Bar
Harbor, has notified the lodges in this
masonic district that the annual district
convention

will

Friday, Feb. 22.

be

held

in

The usual

Ellsworth

arrangement

for entertainment of visiting Masons will
be made hy Ellsworth lodges.

Donald R. Lord, of Seattle, Wash., is
visiting his brother, Jamei Lord, in
Ellsworlh. Mr. Lord is a native of Surry
who went West many years ago to make

music

store,

Ells-

!auinr> ii

rulings.

electric

to

loot

petition

a

railroad

from

Castine.

In

project

railroad

umiilr

for

Innlr.

charter

a

Washington

Ellsworth

the

to meet

seems

with greatest favor, as it would undoubtedly be of greater immediate benefit to the

city. The electric cars would pick people
up right at their doors and drop them in
Ellsworth. To reach the steam railroad,
people would have to travel to the point
where the company found it most convenient to build the

depot, and

once

on

cars, there would be no assurance that
they would get off when they got to Ellsworth.

V
Officers of Wivurna encampment, I. O.
f). F were installed Monday evening by
Charles Page, of Bangor, as grand high
priest and Henry B. Thoms, of Bangor,
as grand scrihe.
The officers are as follows: John P. Eldririge, C. P ; Frank S.
Call, H. P.; Charles I. Staples, S. W.; Linwood F. Giles, scribe; James E. Parsons,
treasurer: Frank R. Moore, J. W.; H.
E. Hill, guide; Horace F. Wescott, I. S.;
Frank E. Gray, tl st watch; John A. Lord,
second watch; Leslie W. Jordan, third
watch; Robert B. Holmes, fourth watch;
Austin H. Joy, tlrst guard of tent; Joseph
W. Neally, second guard of tent.
After
the work, there whs a banquet and informal speeches.
Washington correspondent of

The
of the

Philadelphia

tal

Chandler Hate and Hale

one

newspapers tays that
among those who figure somewhat conspicuously in society at the national capiare

respectively the eldest

Chandler,

of Senators

sons

Ha eof MHinesud C'lHtidier of New
are

E-chofrhe

not

sons

even

iiHtneofhis mother.

related.

the

maiden

given

was

(lamp

distantly

Senator

Hate

mar-

he

daughter of Zaehariah Chandler,
ichigan, Hiid Senator Chandler married the daughter of Capt. Frederic Hale,
of New York.
The similarity of the
young men’s names has given rise to minit

of Y1

c. H. BEAL,
Mgr*and Director.
Box 564), Ellsworth.

expiration

policy

J.

explaining.

F.

Know lion,

F. Rjbhison and

E.

R. Foster, wbo were appointed
appraiser? of the estate of tbe late Mrs.
Lucy T. Plelps, whose will was filed recently, completed the appraisal last Friday. They found the estate to be valued
at about $13,(XX), about $11,000 of which
Curtin

iu Boston and

was

Albany railroad stock.

Under Mrs.

of the necessary ten

circumstances of the Are
company contested payment of the

Because of the
the

ItiHiirMiin*

mid o.laimed

that

the

quoted

now

at

Albany stuck, which is

$255.

After

a

few small

private btquests, Mrs. Phelps leaves the
balance of the estate, after bills are paid,

..r*

Rinniinl

question

of Mr.

to

for

there and

at

South

Haucock.

Salley will nominally retain his pas-

torate

over

the Ellsworth

church,

but

no

services will be held here for the
Mr.

Salley’s

sermon

present.
next Sunday after-

will he bis last iu Ellsworth for some
time. The removal of Mr. Salley to Hancock will necessitate the abandonment of
noon

WIGQIN & MOORE.
DRUGGISTS.

VALENTINES.
A

full line
of

Raphael Tuck’s,

and Lace Valentines.

J. A. THOMPSON.

pledges

of

subscriptions

were

so

worded

they become void if work on a new
church is not commenced within a speciMr. Salley has made many
fied time.
friends both in and out of his church
since coming here last March, and many
that

dam

generally.

than bis interest.
case whs gone into fully, particularly as to the value of buildings and contents.
Tbe referees awarded insurance to the
amount ot $2,250, subject, however, to
judgment ot the supreme court as to the
extent of Mr. Mace’s interest in the prop
erty, on which he shall receive his proportional part.of the insurance awarded.

of

only

the

to

city

_

Reduced.

some

president had
to speak

new

and he took

occasion

things he hoped the board

of the

of trade would

accomplish.

president announced the appointment of the following standing commitThe

a

tees

:

and industrial developC. Burritl, A. W. King, M. Gal-

Manufactures

help

of

the

boys,

ment—C.

patronage of the
public at their concerts, have reduced
the debt to considerably less than $100.

leri, J. A. Peters, jr.
Railroads, transportation
merce—E. E.

the programme:

Soprano solo.Lucy Monaghan
Whistling solo. .Myrtle Monaghan
l Ethel Rowe

...

1). 11.

and

com-

Eppe*, F. S.

Libraries and education—W. H.

Miss Grace King was down fur a recitation, but owing to illness, was unable to
be present.
All the participants did credit to them-

L. A.

Dresser,

Emery, J. A. Peters, jr., J. B. Red-

man, J. F. Kuowllon.
Reception and entertainment

I. JL.
Haiman, A. W. Greeiy, John F. WhUcomb, C. K. Foster.

Margaret Grant made a decided bit, and was vociferously encored.
Little

isu anu

ganic

resources—\\

—

xv.

rHixoi,

H. W. Cushman, 1*. F.- Giles, Dr. Georg*

Columbia* Concert and Ball.
book and ladder

Brady,

Lord, C. W. Mason, H. E. Davis.
Public health and sanitary regulations
—M. S. Smith, A. W. Greeiy, George A.
Parcher, F. L. Mason, F. B. Aiken.
Public buildings—A. M. Foster, I. JL*
Haiman, L. F. Giles, H. B. Phillips, J. A.
McGown.
Streets and highways—D. H. Eppes, W.
H. Titus, F. H. Gould, E. E. Brady.
electric
Taxation, insurance, water,
lights and insurance—O. W. Tapley, L. H.
Cushman, J. A. Isaacson, H. E. Hamlin.

Plano solo. May Bonsey
Recitation. Clarice Hodgkins
Solo
.Ella Mo rang
Recitation.Grace Carter
Violin solo.Harriet Rollins
Recitation.Lynwood Beckwlih
Song.Margaret Grant
Recitation.Madeline Kelllher
Rena Bonsey
Plano solo.

selves.

Ells-

benefit not

Ellsworth board of trade met Sat-

presided,

the liberal

was

a

but

owners,

meeting at which the

high school room was well filled
evening at a concert given by tiie
Ouasousou club, which is composed of
tbe girls of the high school. Their mis-

Following

improve

tends to

urday evening, pursuant to call of Presid :nt C. L. Morang. This was the first

The

with

then

drought, and
needed.

nual Dues to be
The

last

and

---

could be reserved

Standing Committees Announced—An-

Onusouson Club Concert.

piano purchased

the

BOARD OF TRADE.

The

Phillips.

A.

com-

good time at
Friday evening.
The concert was fairly well attended, and
more joined in tbe dancing which fol-

was voted to cancel all arearages for
It was a Is*
dues up to the present year.
voted that it whs the sense of the meeting

lowed.

and

pany and its frieuda bad
it concert and ball laat

It

a

be

that the auuual dues

reduced

to

fl,

regular meeting the byThere were some changes in the pro* laws doubtless will be so amended.
Tue meeting adjourned to the second
gramme. Henry Wood, who was down
fora stump speech, was unable to be; Monday in February.
Tbe propresent on account of illness.
COMING KVKNTS.
gramme as presented was as follows:

Monaghan’s

orchestra

furnished music

dauciug. At midnight
supper was served.
for

an

Hancock

at

the next

j

Solo.Mrs Grace Royal
Character songs, jokes, etc.“Josh” Jellison
Trombone solo. 'V G Crockett
Violin solo.Miss Harriet Hollins
Miss May lionsey, accompanist
Clog dancing. Members of company
Muric.... .Monaghan's orchestra
excellent

George H. Salley, pastor of the
Changes In Postal Service.
Among changes in postal service
Baptist church, will leave next week
Hancock, to take charge of the Baptist cently announced are the following

churches

the

more

is to pay for the
few years ago.
The girls, with 'he

summer

Anything which

property also entered into the case, it
being claimed that he owned only onehalf interest, and could not insure for

sion

spring

worth’s water power is

Mace’s title to the

---

---»

utilized when most

burned.
The

the

until

insurance, $2,500, was in excess of the
value of the
buildings and contents

By

from.

suitable dams at the outlets of

in the lakes in the

of

Phelps will, her stepson,
Edward A. Phelps, of Rockland, Mass.,
Music...Monaghan's orchestra
is the principal legatee, he receiving, beSong.James H Scott
sides other personal effects, thirty shares Clarinet solo.Herbert F Monaghan
of tbe Boston and

erection of

Wednesday, Jan. 30,
—

ai

Methodist

vestry

Supper by Epworth league. Tickets,

1§

cents.

Thursday, Jan. 31, at Manning
by Esoteric lodge, F. and

Sociable

hall—
A. M..

All Masons and families
Turkey supper.
invited. Tickets, 50 cents a coople; extra

ladies, 26 cents.
Thursday, Jan. 31, 7 30 p. m., at Unitarian
vestry—Entertainment by Mrs.
Titus’

Admission,

Sunday school class.

15 cents.

Rev.

Headache

g

large reservoir of

a

streams aud lakes to draw

bad been cancelled.

Free

SOLD ORLT BY

all other
occasions.

before tbe

r«

in

Saturday, Feb. 2, at Manning block,—
Special sale of cooked food by ladies of
the

county:

Route 1 609. Herricks to Hargentvil e.
Leave Herricks dally except Sunday at 8
Arrive at Sargeutville by 8 40 a.m.
Leave Sargeutville daily except Sunday
on arrival of mail from Ellsworth, but
not later than 4 p. m. Arrive at Hetricks
in forty initiates.
a. m.

Congregational society.

Wednesday, Feb 6, 7 30 p. in., at Unitarian

vestry—Recital by

Wil-

Charles

liams.

SltitaUanncnts.

Cooked Food Sale.
the project to build a new Free Baptist
Powders—Price 25 cents per box church here, for which be bad made such
The committee of ladles of the Congregational
society will have a sale of food on Saturan earnest effort, and with no small degree
Feb. 2, at Room 12, Manning
of twelve.
These day afternoon,
of success iu tbe way of pledges.

Receptions,
Lodge Boom
Work, and

DIRIGO ORCHESTRA.

Wiggin’s

POWER.

WATER

doing.
Union river has

buildings

The Columbia
lot of

tion, tbe American board of foreign missions, and tbe American McAU associa-

every box of

Concerts,
Balls,

Clifton H. Bkal, violin.
Jambs Lynch, Cornet.
U. o. Kelly, Plano.

steam

a

Mr.

roK

■tony.

l<'l

equally among tbe Maine
missionary society, the Maine bible society, the American missionary associa- j

THE LINES.

MUSIC

Piano and Har-

in

to be divided

READ

worth, Me.

PIANISTS.

U'UU

ried

But

needed.

not

d<me.

by

bis

Greene, of “Shore Line” railroad

Col.

but their assistance

wax

In August of last year Mr. Mace’s farm
at Aurora were burned, the day

firmly stamped

shire, who

wax

IMPROVE

Accom-

that the

Sparks from the chimney set tire to the
ro^f of Ine fo;jua<> last Saturday forenoon.
Buth hose companies turned out,

is the guarantee that goes with

or

GEORGIA HOLT,

Bluehill, Maine*

here the

and

leave orders at J.

Drop a postal
T. Crippen’s

which this market offered proved eo popular
that Mr. IWvle ha» ordered another supply for
next Saturday—Badlshee, Lettuce, Spinach
ami Cucumbers.

Beginners

Campbell

Mrs.

A cure or your money back

Early Green Stuff,

Present address,

Falls, forarrived Saturday for

Fourteen years' factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.

Thill', what the people who bought their
Sunday dinner at Davla’a narkct laet
week eay of It. The

and Bluehill.
Classes aow forming at Belfast
or advanced pupil* taken.

syiTV®

specialty.

THEY ENJOYED IT!

Accompanist and Teacher ol

lighter.

of Island

BETWEEN

Practical Tuner
a

of

Pekin.

days’ notice from the insurance company

than

tion.

MERTZ,

liepairing

coat

xlSbcrttstmmts.

so.”

:—

interior

the store is much

Orders may he left at the store.

the Useful,

a

completed the renThe improvement

the

paiut,
Campbell,
merly of Ellsworth,
white

The second of

At the Cushman store on Franklin street.

I-.

home for

short

slight damage

•JOB

is at

ovation of their

2

pleased

Goodwin, of the schooner

Haynes”,

J

|

the furniture business of A. \V.

W.

the loot at

United States supreme court, aud
iu January, 1800, by President Adams. It is doubtful if American
constitutional law has ever been more

appointed

was

Junction

♦

Cushman & Son. and will conduct it at the old

IS.

Samuel

taken from

to

of the

for

part of next week for a pleasure
Pines, North Carolina.

opportunity

panying the robe was a letter from Capt.
visit his old home.
He was here for a Horsey in which be described tbe taking
Dam Owners on Union River Unit*
short visit a few years ago.
of the Imperial City and the scenes folfor Mutual Benefit.
Rev. David Kerr, the new pastor of the lowing the siege. In the letter Capt.
All the owners of water powers and mill
Baptist church, will this week inaugurate Hersey said that the robe which he sent
privileges on the six waterfalls of Union
to Dr. Chilcott was one belonging to a
a novel feature in connection with church
work here. After the regular Friday Chinese gentleman of rank, and was one river have agreed upon measures to unit*
evening prayer-meeting, a class iu music of tbe richest he bad seen. He called for mutual benefit in storing and conwill be organized, at which Mr. Kerr will attention to a red mark on the inside of
trolling the surplus water which fills all
the right sleeve, saying that it was tbe
give free instruction in voice culture.
the lakes on the headwaters in the spring.
mark of the Red Badge of Courage. Tbe
The ice harvest hao
commenced
in
These measures have been incorporated
stain was blood, and is given for excepE-la worth.
Lord & Newman will cut
tional bravery. The robe is made of dark into a charter to be asked from the legisfrom 1,200
to 1,600
tons.
They are
and all over the outside are lature
granting these rights to these
getting ice of particularly fine quality purple silk,
gold characters which are said by local owners
from fifteen to eighteen inches thick, and
collectively as a body corporate
Chinamen
to
mean
that
tbe
wearer
of
the
as “clear as a crystal.”
J. C. Gordon, of
under the name of “The Union Rivsr
robe had reached the age of eighty years
Ellsworth creamery, has filled bis own ice
at leaBt, and that he had always had good wr.ter storage company”. The bill was
bouse and is cutting some ice for others.
luck, being successful in business and a sent to Representative Burrill at Auguafeg
Charles Williams, the reader, will give a
rich man.
to-day, and will be immediately presented*
recital of Mary John Johnston's popular
book “To Have and to Hold,” at the UniThis project should result in mndfc
INSURANCE CASE.
tarian veetry Wednesday evening, Feb. 8,
benefit to Ellsworth through the Improveat 7.30 o’clock. The recital will be given Mace, of
Anrortt, vs. Traders' Insur- ment of its water power, on the utilts*
under the auspices of the Knights of King
ance Co. Heard Before Referees.
atioo of which the future prosperity of
Arthur. Mr. Williams recltee the scenes
An interesting insurance case was
Ellsworth so largely depends.
most vital to the story, and connects them heard before
County-Commissioner Perry
with a few words of explanation, thus W. Richardson, of Tremont, W. H.
As has been shown in recent articles im
giving a complete story to the audience.
Silaby, of Aurora, and D. A. Meaher, of The American, the water powers of
Justice L. A. Emery, of Ellsworth, the Portland, as referees, at the grand jury Union river must sooner or later be
fully
senior justice of the supreme court, has room in tbe county court house last Friemployed. Already the trend of large
accepted au invitation from the Penobscot day. It was in an action by George G.
bar to preside upon the occasion of the Mace, of Aurora, against the Traders’ industrial enterprises toward the substicelebration of “John Marshall day”, which insurance company, of Chicago, to re- tution of water for steam power is being
is to be held in the courthouse in Bangor, cover insurance.
J. A. Peters, jr., of felt here. It is the
part of wisdom for
Monday afternoon, February 4. John Ellsworth, appeared for Mr. Mace, and the dam owners to unite for the imMarshall, iu whose honor the exercises Leslie C. Cornish, of Augusta, for the
provement of this power as they propose
insurance company.
are to be held, was the third chief justice

ing for signers to

to Southern

called to Vermont

was

victims.

visit. His vessel is discharging logwood at Stamford, Conn.

OOOC^iOOOCKXrOOOOOOOOOOOC 9

FURNITURE.

grip

He

and took the

Catholic

improving.

now

the latter

MIMMMA Utllltl ♦♦♦»♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*
%,

the

The ladies of t he Congregat lonal church
will hold a cooked food Hale in Manning
hall next Saturday afternoon.
C. L. Morang and wife expect to leave

I
♦

Country Property.

O’Brien, of

has been among the

* “Harry
♦

_

D.

fortune.

business,

fumB

AUUie M. AUHUII.

Rev. J.

1

In Ells-

was

the

WET

and ULSTERS

Owen Byrn—Clothing.
Bangor:
Millinery for sale.
Nkw York:
David Pfeiffer—Dealer In investment securities.

PROPERTY.

People having property near the eosst for
sale, may find a customer by addressing

j

rarcher—Apothecary.

A

G

———a.

;

SEA

&g

•*

Reliable Home and

Most

(X

It It, tels and expresses.
Interior waters.
Legal nflVrs.
Gideon L Joy—Notice of foreclosure.
Libel for divorce.
Kxec notice—Kst David W Henson.
Exec notice—Est Martha E Young.
Admr notice—Est Geo W Gray.
Admr notice—Est Ah xander Love.
Admr notice— Eat David B Gray.
Statement—New Hampshire Eire Ins Co.
Wlagln .% Moore—Apotliecarkes.
*'

his
on

W 6

I amZFZ££Sfi2?Z£trmm!

SUNDAY=

They hope to offer many good things,
viz., rye bitad (warranted not to produce a
wry face); whole wheat bread (so-called because you will want the whole of it); white
bread, “in good and regular standing;” buns to
block.

with coffee
“Hot cross buns, hot cross buns.
One a penny, two a penny,
will regret bis removal.
Hot cross buns."
in abundance (no “small fry”),
I
Doughnuts
Ellsworth friends of Dr. L. C. Chiicott,
or “the fat will be in the Are"; pies of
of Bangor, were interested to read of tbe good
I various denominations sure to suit tbe liberal
valuable gift which be received recently
aud Catholic taste; cakes of various kinds;
from Capt. Mark L. Hersey, of Bangor, sweets for the sweet and snaps for the snappishwho wan with the American troop in Something for everybody though “poor as a
China. Toe gift was a very rich silk robe church mouse”.—Advt.

=CLERK
will be in the store from Sa. n.
to 8 p. m. If you want medi-

eat

cine you will be well attended.
If you want your physician w.
will telephone him for you from
our store.
We deliver all medicine free of charge.

PARCH ER,

\

:

:

:

Apothecary.

*

CH .1

thylfl

11 AN

Utititttismnits.

KMFKAVOK.

F^r tke Week Beginning Feb,
Rev. S. il. Doyle.

S—Commevl hj

* Tone.—ChruUan Endeavor

day.—Josh, i,
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To Mothers of Largo Families.

11.

workaday world few women
placed that physical exertion

In this

TBK PAST.

The twentieth anniversary of Christian Endeavor lias eotne. The movement has successfully passed Its childhood and youth and stands today, at
the beginning of the twentieth century,
upon the threshold of a vigorous and
long lived manhood. The predictions
of the past have failed In fulfillment.
Christian Endeavor has not been a
It has not been
movement of a day.
• bobble of enthusiasm, soon to be
pricked and to subside. It has become
In 20 years a stable and permanent
part of our church life and work. It
stands today in multitude like the
sands of the sea and the stars of the
heavens. In strength a mighty power
of God for efficiency in church work
end for the mo-al improvement and elevation of mankind

are

so

is not constantly demanded of them
in their daily life.
Mrs. Pinkham makes a special appeal
to mothers of large families whose
work is never done, and many of
whom suffer, and suffer for lack of
intelligent aid.
To women, young or old, rich or
poor, Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass.,
extends her invitation of free advice.
Oh, women ! do not let your lives be
sacrificed when a word from Mrs.
Pinkham, at the first approach of

THE FUTURE.

Eut what of the future? The past Is
scaled; the present is assured—what of
the future? We cannot but feel that
the future also is safe if we continue
to recognize the hand of God In the
movement and still "observe to do”
that which is well pleasing In the sight
of God.
GOD IN CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

To Joshua, as he was about to begiu
the conquest of the laud of Canaan, the
I,ord said: "I will be with thee. I will
God
not fail thee or forsake thee.”
had been with Moses iu the past. lie
now promises to tie with Joshua, as he
had been with Moses. God has been
with and in the Christian Endeavor
Its entire history proves
movement.
that the hand of God has been in it.
As He has been In it in the past, so He
will be In the future, and on this anniversary day we hear Him say to us:
"As I have been with you in the past,
1 will not fall
so I will be with thee.
thee nor forsake thee.”
STRENGTH.

God’s presence in the future as
well as in the past should inspire
strength. “Be strong.” God Is with
us.
Therefore we should be strong—
not In our own strength, but in God’s
strength, strong as Paul was strong
when he said, “I can do all things
through Christ, who streugtheneth me.”

Mbs. Carrie Bellevill*.

weakness, may fill your future years
with healthy joy.
When I began to take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound l was
I sufnot able to do my housework.
fered terribly at time of menstruation.
Several doctors told me they could do
nothing for me. Thanks to Mrs. Pinkham's advice and medicine I am now
well, and can do the work for eight in
the family.
44
I would recommend Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to all
mothers with large families.”—Mrs.
Carrie Belleviixk, Ludington, Mich.

‘There shall not any man be able to
stand before thee." **Tuto this people
ehalt thou divide for an inheritance
the land.”
The presence and power
of God with Joshua made success assured.
It assures us also or victory
He who fights on the
and success.
side of the Lord need have no doubts
as to the results.
“Whatsoever Is
born of God overeometb the world.”
OBEDIEXCE.

“Observe to do according to all the
law, which Moses, my servant, commanded thee: turn not from it to the
right hand or to the left, that thou mayest prosper whithersoever thou goest.”
God’s presence should Inspire obedience. for upon obedience depend
stability and success. God leaves the
disobedient and casts them aside.
He honors and helps those who obey.
“Obedience Is better than sacrifice."
Thankful for the success of the past,
let us go forward with strength,
courage, assurance and obedience in
firmly believing
has been with us so
Hot fail nor forsake us.
the

future,

God

THE

THAYER

that

he

as

will

MEETING.

Use the United Society’s special
Christian Endeavor day programme
or have an address upou the twentieth
anniversary of Christian Endeavor.
BIBLE READINGS.

Deut. xxxi. 1-8; Judg. vii, 15-25; Neh.
Iv, 1-14; Ecel. ix. 10; Zech. Iv, 6; Math,
xxviii, 20; 1 Cor. lit. 7-15; xv, 58; Gal.
vl, 9; Rev. 11, 10.
The Value

of

EnthnnUvu.

practical suggestions.
When so many things are mentioned
that would be a help to some one and so
many things occur to our minds that we

some

would like to do for others if

time,

sons can

and

Dlaprllfd

Longingi.

eyes

For I some’ imes fear, when the day* grow dark
That He’ll lose me ’long the way.
And *‘I wish my Father would take me borne"
At theae limes l, murmuring, say.
But the Master says to my longing soul:
*Tve a realm both grand and sweet.
U you trust Me. child, and wait awhile.
To Its gate r*u guide your feet."
And then 1 know that the voice Is Truth,
And my longings See sway.
And I breathe the air, and 1 see the sun
Of ray homeward going day.
—Norman C Sehliehter in Public Ledger.

how per-

live among their fellow-creatures
to thing how helpful they

never seem

world. This will not
who have their hands and
hearts full in their own domestic relations,
but there are those who have leisure, that
often forget or do not see that they could

might be in
apply to those

“lend

a

the

hand.”

Dear M
EDITED BT

“AUNT

MADOR”.

Its Motto:

44Helpful

and

Hopeful

The purposes of this column Are succinctly
staled In U»e title and motto-it It* for lire mu
turn l«en» fit, and atm* to be helpful ami h«>j*eful.
Being fur the common good, it la for the common u*e-a public servant, a purveyor of information ami *uggc-tlon. a medium for the interchange of ideas- In thl* capacity it solicits
communications, anti It* *ucce*» depends largely on the t*ui port given it iu this respect- Communication* must U' signed. but the name of
writer will not be printed except hy permission
Communication* will l*e su» ject to approval or
rejection by the e*lit«»r of the column, but none
will I** rejected without good reason.
Address
ail communication* to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.
I Ni LK HIRAM ON ltldHF.R CRITICISM.

Me an* Martha heanl the lecture
At the church the other day.
An’ I’d really like to tell you
What the preacher had to say;
For he talked in measured rhythm
Ou the ‘•higher criticism,"
An* he said ole-fashioned doctrines
Now have mostly passed away.
An’ he said the light o* science
Had full many comments won,
Since the higher criticism
Had its noble work begun.
Jest a* if the light o' man
Could illuminate Cod s plan;
Jest as if n tallow caudle
Could illuminate the sun.
An’ he told how evolution
Had improved the human face;
How environment assisted
To ameliorate the race.
He Inraiigue-l the congregation
Over iraintauhwtaniUi ion,
But lie sCMM'el* touch* d lie topic
Of the power o saving grace.
Me an’ Manila sat an’ listened.
But we didn’t uuder-taud
What this high toned city preacher
Tried to figure out so graud.
It

Was

all too •!

ei.

1

B.'a:

was so

gratified

style as well
scription of

but

as

1 have

8

net

myself

up as a book
I had better not draw com-

never

••

If you’re sore
T>< the cum,

aching lwne»,

And husky tones
H lien you *(*eak,
Aml you're weak
I it Ue knees.

And you inerte,
And often cough
Your I tend near off.
And you <ote
That your throat
Feels quite raw.
Ami your jaw
Keels as if
You’d got a biff.
And dull pains
Vex your brains.
Then you’ve caught
You have got lilt’s the grip.

it.

If you feel
The heat steal
O’er your frame
Like a flame,
Till you burn,
And you yearn
For chunk* of ice
At

am

price.

Then, like a flash.
The shivers dash
From head to feet,
A chill complete,
And you shake,
And you uuake.
And there's desire
For a lire
And something hot
Right on the spot
To qub kly drink.
And you think
Right there and then
You’ll ne’er be warm again.
Then ypu’ve caught It,
You have got li—
It’s the grip.
It’s In the air.
It’s every where;
Tin microbe of the grip
It’s on another trip,
And up amt down.
Through ail the town,
By night and day
It seeks Its prev,
A ml it’s the fad
And you are sad.
Or even mad.
Or If you sneeze,
Or cough or wheeze.
Or feel too warm.
Or chills alarm,
To wear a look of grim dismay
And hoarsely say:
’•I’ve caught it,
I’ve got Ii—w'
It’s the grip."

own

consumption,

straining

or

You’re If.

Brought Good Fortune.

for

was no

theories

Aunt Madgk

next year.
If you don’t lielieve a large apple put in your
bread jar will keep your bread moist, just try it.
In studying the Sunday school lessons many

Discoveiy

There

natural de-

paribons.

apples for

New

life.

abstruse

critic, perbaj

I suppose the world’s advancing
Ata very rapid rate,
An’ my |»ore ole fastdoned notions
May 1st? sadly out o’ date.
But I’ll give this won! o' warning;
On the resurrecUou morning
I Uglier criticism lectures
Won't unlock the golden gate.
—C. IT. Scarff in Burlington Free Press.

cougus and colds wasagusran.eed cute for
la grippe and ail throat and lung troubles;
tried it and say*: “Thiee bottles cured
the who e family. NocDer mtddneou
earth (duals it.” On y 50c and fl 00 at
Wiggin\& Moore’s drug store. Trial botties free.

its keen and

sensational
effects. To me the book is richer and
deeper in feeling than “David Harum.”
after

“Come, ye weak an' heavy laden.
Come, an* I will give the® iv*t;
Drop thy load o' »in an’ sorrow ;
Day tliy bead upon my breast."
Why don't every gospel j.readier
Try to follow ilm tireat Teacher,
Doth In walk an conversation
If they want their labors blest?

King’s

as

tor

paper lately
brought amazing good fortune to Editor
Chris. Reitter, of the Saginaw (Mich.)
Post and Zeituug. He and his family had
the grip in its worst form. Their doctor
did thtm no good. Then be read that Dr

Janet.

Winter gives most of us so much more
time for reading, that Janet's and Ego’s
and Sister B ’s mention of different books
make an interesting subject. We read
“Eben Holden” aloud in our family a few
weeks ago. and enjoyed the book much. I
asked many times, “what is its charm?”
and it seemed tome it was its simplicity of

Wild

bis

good “E|o"

our

“mutual benefit.**

Wbv this higher criticism?
Why this theorizing craze?
Prying Into plans eterna*.
Doubting t.od’n ui oterlous ways;
W hen the blbie reads m> clearly
Here's a sample 1 >ove dearly,*
An' It’s got enough o’ go-pel
For the balance o' my day*

in

have

life on the Grand Hanks.
We have at our library "Kben Holden**, ami
he bids fair to be hunted as closely as was
“David Harum," ever; body wanting him at
once. Come, M. B.'s, give your favorites for

tor I really could n«*4 n«*e
How it IhI|mhI U' on our journey
To the bright celestial laud.

A small item

to

give the circle such a good recommendation of
Kail'll Connor’s stirring books. for I hail long
bad It lu mind to urge their reading.
Another
book from his pen as yet unnamed Is nearly
ready to be published as a serial In Outlook
Have you all read “To Have and To Hold” by
Mary Johnston? It Illustrates that period In the
Colonial history of our country when a shipload of women were brought over and soi«l to
the settiers for thirty pounds of tobacco.
This story sets forth the true chivalry of man
and the high courage and purity of woman.
For boys, and older folks as well, “Captain’.Courageous'* Is, 1 think, among the best of
Rudyanl Kipling's works. It is descriptive of

Unless there is a reserve of enthusiasm stored on the bills the humblest
wheel cannot be driven in the valley.
He who contributes just this one rare
thing—self sacrificing devotion—to his
Six hundred
cause has done his part.
English dragoons once received a fool- Dear Sisters of the 3/. B. Column:
ish order aud rode to their death like
I feel sort of ashamed to have gotten so much
heroes. “Magnificent,” said a French from this nice column and given so little to help
general, “but not war.” It was mag- along, but 1 think I feel a little like the boy
nificent. aud perhaps it was war, for playing soldier who said “Mother likes to make
1 like to march." Mother Itkes to write, I
It fired the imagination of England caps;
like to read; but there, another likes to read, too,
and raised the standard of duty for
so I appeal to every daughter who reads this to
a century.
One who can plan is good. send a
helpful word and let’s give our mothers
Far better is the man who can stimu- a surprise; for really 1 suppose many of us can
late.
History afTords at every turn write as well as read.
Now this Is an apple year lu our vicinity; next
some
impregnable fortress that was
the despair of the wise and prudent, year this fruit will probably be scarce and exbut was carried by some enthusiast pensive. Try puttiug up apples in glass jars,
with a rush.
Fie cast his reputation, dust steam the apples till soft enough to pierce
with a straw but not tli) they break, then
his life, his all into the breach, and his easily
put them hot in the jars aod cover with u e hot
body made the bridge over which the juice. They are very nice and will ke» an
p
race has entered into its heritage.—Ian
indefinite time. It is a good plan when you
M a clare n.
empty a jar of fruit or berries now to till itwi.h
Sometimes ! long to roam at once
O’er the hills of heaven’s land;
Sometimes I sigh for the Master's
And to grasp just now Iiis hand.

hardly understand

we can

had the

we

fUntual Brncfit Column

us.

ASSURANCE.

misled Naillil’s letters to our
some time, but knowing she is
one of the busy workers in the world, 1
knew somewhere. In some line of helpfulness and advancement, she was “lending s
hand
This week she remembers us with
We have

column for

COURAGE.

“Be of good courage.” God is with
Therefore we should be courageous. Courage is necessary to success
We
In moral and spiritual warfare.
fight against no mean adversaries, but
against principalities and powers and
wickedness in both high and low
places. We stand often upon the firing
line, and this is no place for the
But, God being with us.
weakling.
we need not lie weak. “Our weakness
18 perfected ill His streugth.”

of us hare no commentaries to go to for help
Save your lesson qua terliea, especially those
for teachers, ami make a scrapbook. Gather al*
you find bearing on each gospel, taking the
chapter*as they come; put all the comment*you
can And In your book, with maps of special
places. Illustrations that help make the lessonplain and then write in anything that may have
come up In the Sunday school class that made a
special Impression. This practice, for a few
years will give anyone a commentary to be
delighted In.
Have you ever sent reading, any good liters
ture, to the lumber camp*? It Is surprising
with all the good reading matter obtainable a<
such small cost that so many are really hunvr>
for It. Send some to some of the lumber campthla winter and you may be sure It will be help
ful.
Line the knees of the boys woolen stocklngwitb a piece of an old cotton stocking—ribbed
is best—and they will last much longer.
Get the little boy a hammer, * pound of shingle
nails and a block of wood, and he won’t bother
you with questions, for a hammer ami a pound
of nails with a good piece of wood into which
he can drive them is company enough for on«
small boy for several hours.
For colds, sore or hoarse throat try this: A
piece of woolen flannel spread with cold lanlnot very thick—sprinkle morally with table
salt. If the lungs are sore, add to this a lighi
sprinkling of mu«tatd.
Have you ever knit ladies mittens (or any
kind can be knit so) with sll the thumb widened
up on one side the needle? Widen every other
time. It makes a very pretty shape. Is a little
odd, and gives a smooth Inside hand.
But there, I must not tell all I know and take
all thecolunm- that Is If this ever reaches tin* M
B. column. Sincerely yours for a year of good
helpful work for the Master.
South l>eer Isle.
XaiLUL.

—Exchange.
This

there is a large death rate
tmong children from croup and lung
roubles. Prompt action will save the litle ones from these terrible diseases. We
tnow of nothing so certain to give intact relief as One Minute Cough Cure. It
< an also be relied upon in
grip and all
I hroat and iuDg troubles of vaults. Pleasant to take. Wiooin & Moosk.
season

t he Little

TENDER UTTLE

ATTENTIONS THAT

SHOULD ENDURE AETER MARRIAGE.
Tli*

R«i7 BbiIimi Man Wfc* Was

by Bom* Old Ut« Lett«*r»—Mak* Bar* Yaar Rumaac* !■
More Than a l«na*r Day Dma.
Reminded

When Thackeray firat saw that a mental ailment had attacked the wife to
whom he waa moat devoted, he sadly bu»
bravely took up the burden of caring for
her, trusting this task to no one less lev
ing than himself, and years later, when
it became necessary to put her under the
care of trained attendants, he wrote this
to a friend: “Though my marriage was a
wreck, I would do it over again; for. behold, love is the crown and completion of
all earthly good.**
Wagner and his second wiTe were
sweethearts always. When the great man
died, Mme. Wagner cut off her beautiful
hair aud made a pillow of it for his coffin,
lie had admired it in life, and it was her
last gift to him in death.
We tell these romances, and others like
them, over and over again, and the world
never grows tired of hearing them. The
romance of fiction stops at the chapter
that ends, “And they married and lived
happy ever after.*' The cynic says this is
fur enough to carry the story; that beyond that there would be little of romance to relate.
And the cynic draws
his conclusion from the lives of everyday
men aud women.
We resent, usually,
what the cynic has to say upon this subject. and yet in the bottom of our hearts
we know there is much of truth in his

saying.
Old letters will tell tales. This Is one
that a bunch of letters told not long ago.
She is a very charming matron, the woman who owns the bunch of letters, and
something more than a dozen wedding
anniversaries has she set her dinner table prettily to celebrate.
The man in
the case is a busy business man, albeit
most devoted to his family—so the neighbors tell me, and neighbors have a way
of knowing all about such things.
He
was a most devoted lover, too—this the
letters tell. Sometimes in the long ago,
when by any chance he was out of town,
he wrote to his sweetheart long letters.
It mattered not if he sent her two a
day, they were always long and brim
full of the most endearing terms. These
his sweetheart read over and over again
and treasured and treasures them still.
The man said not long ago that it could
not be possible that any time in his life
he could have put so many foolish nothings on paper. Hut this is getting ahead
of my story.
Well, with this bunch of love letters
there is another package in quite commercial lookiug envelopes and of later
date.
Not one of them contains more
than 25 words, so the owner of them
declares. Once she reminded the writer
of them that this was a fact, and he
said, "Well, my dear, there is never anything to write about when one is away
on a
business trip.”
And it was then
that the charming matron brought forth
those long, loving letters—written also
while the sender was on "business trips”
—and it was then the man declared he
had never penned such nonsense in his
life and vowed that the little wife had
saved a lot of "some other fellow’s letters.” There wvas a hearty laugh over it
all. and the busy business man said that
be had been sadly lacking in loverlike
ways, he was afraid, since his honeymoon and forthwith suggested a trip to
the best theater in town for the evening. Late in the afternoon a messenger
brought a box of flowers to the door—
just ns a messenger used to years ago.
The busy business man made a flying
trip out of town the other day, and while
be was gone, back there came to his home
address one of the dearest of love letters,
which a certain little lady, who always
wears dainty gray gowns, blushes! orer
i
like a girl and quickly went to her desk !
j to answer. As she sewed the lace on the
ruffles «»f one of her little daughters
white frocks that afternoon she hummed
softly to herself a sweet little song that 1
she remembered she “used to sing when
a girl’*—she still looks like a girl, which
j
goes to prove that she has always been
happy in her married life. But the teu- !
der little attentions, it is just as well to
have them rase wed, isn’t it? A woman
is not a bit spoiled by beiug made love to
all her life.
And all this reminds me of bow indifferent we grow toward even the best loved in our home circles. It is not that we
love them little that we seldom give any
outward and visible sign of our devotion,
but that from day to day we think—if we
think of it at all—thut at some other
time will we be more patient and tender
toward Harry or Dick or Bessie; that
one cannot be expected to think of all the
smaller things when one is so busy aud
cares and responsibilities crowd so fast
one Upon the other.
But it takes no more
time, my dear, to In* tender than it does
to In* indifferent or impatient.
The romances of life that are worth
while live through shade as well as sunshine. 1 will grant you that when life
runs on smoothly without ups and downs
there are fewer occasions for one to
speak impatiently and wear unbecoming
frowns, and it is for fear that just such
things may happen that either a man or
woman may find it worth while to be
quite certain that his or her romance is
something more than just a summer day
dream. It takes love, and real love, to
stand the gloom of gray days. The cynic
is quite given, you know, to telling of the
unhappy ending of the more than one
summer day romance flint he has known.
But I hope the girls that I know will not
listen to the cynic. 1 hope they will better employ their time in listening to the
lifelong romances of such as Mine. Wagner and the clever and devoted Thackeray. who admitted that his marriage had
been a wreck, but that “love is the crowu
aud completion of all earthly good.”—
Margaret 1 Iannis in St. Louis Republic.
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Town “Bcfwewi tbe Hills” la
l*roo<! of It.

Somesville, the little town beautifully
dtusted at toe head of Somes sound, end
which In olden times was known as “Beween the- Hills,” has much to boast of
besides its scenic beauty whtch tbe summer visitors arc beginning to And out.
It is a typical little Maine village of tbe
Its one straggling street
better class.
curves around tbe bead of the harbor,
• nd dips dqwn under tbe
overhanging
willows to the wooden
bridge wbicb
On tbta street
crosses the mill stream.
•re
tbe
Ave
stores, tbe
post office,
one chorcb
tbe telephone office, tbe
Most of tbs
• nd
the
schoolbouse.
houses sre painted wbite, with green
blinds—a style of decoration which, for
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unpretentious houses of the average
vi Isge, has not been improved
Is the greatest Sunday Newspaper In
upon by modern experiments with tnoas
the world.
c*f
etc.
brick
reds,
ary yellows,
greens,
But tbe one bui ding and institution of
Price 5c. a copy. By mail. $2 a year.
which, more than any other, tbe villagers
AdilreM, THU I N, New York.
It repre
sre proud, is the pub ic library.
tents more than any other the enterprise
Banding.
of tbe people; it is a truer index even than
church or school to tbe Intelligence and
enlightenment of the peopleof Bomravtlie.
The public library of Somesville furnishes another striking object lesson of
lhe

Maine

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

he done in this direction when
energetic people unite for a common object.
True, thegenoroaity of summer visitors has helped largely toward tbe
realisation of this object, but this is only
another Illustration of the truth of the
old proverb “God helps those who help
themselves.” The “summer people” may
almost always be depended upon to lend a
helping hand when there is Indication of
an earnest effort on the part of the townswhat

can
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of the most interested and generous helpers toward the library has been,
John B. Pine, of New York, but many

We believe that this vault

The library society was formed In 1891.
On Dec. 25, ISM, it opened the library
building which it now owns and occu-

Fire and

organized,
pies. Since the society
its membership baa been reduced by removal of some of Its zealous workers, but
there is now a membership of fourteen.
The society meets every two weeks, on

Absolut*

funds have

The library
pay for it.
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CHABLKB C. BVRR1LL, Treasurer.
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year is charged for the privilege of taking
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of the latest popular books.
The library Is open every Saturday
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The present officers are: M«7B. Bomes,
president; Alice Ltland, vice-president;
Ida Lelatid, secretary; Eva A. Jacobson,
treasurer.
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others have contributed toward the work.

the faithful and

on

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

one

Thursday

prepared to rent boxea la

now

new

Inspiration

Rink hour,

to

I'lytKlTOKM
'OHM r.
T. CaIKOLL

CUARLKS

little baud of earnest
an

OK

Aur„BF."lli“b. B. COOLIIMiK,

been

BUKXILU

C.

dally, from

u 1. m- to

WlllTCOBSl
(UlUUlLj
It

at',

Hancock county towns
without a library, to go and do

in other

are

likewise.
A western editor asked

a

the first* step

t

what

was

Ik whit your
money (will
invested lu shares of the

very bad n.an
hat led to his

He answered that the first step
cheating an editor out of two years’
subscription. “When I bad done that,
was

a

grip

on

me

that

|(

Ellsworth kiMOnloi Ass’d.

ruin.

the devil had such

urn

A

I
1«

could not shake him off.”

In the polar dawn, I Ma part icti’ar E*lrl» looked
*x rem*t> b«gg-*»d.
“WhatV
the ma*let?” M««»d toe « xpJ<*r*r woo an*
«
on his way to the lecture field
Oh.” reh*en
plied the poor native, **r ha babe
frying nearly all night.” You dm’i meau
I ?
“Yw. or. ;HtV Just s«upi*e*i. sad be
start* n exactly five n oi lliKHi d one week

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, fl each; monthly
payments. 0t per share.

now

m

why

pay

you ran borrow on your
rKarr*, give • flr»i mortgage and
rtHlur* a ever\ month
Monthly
payment* and lot* r«*t together
*rwl amount to but little more
than you *rr now
paying for
rent, and In about 10 year# you
will

*g«.

OWN

ffUtical.
I Dr. Fenner’s
"

am

1TOUR OWN HOME.
Kor

KIDNEY I

particular* Inquire of
IlKifity W (T»h«»n,
rt«c*y.
r'lral Nal*l Bank Bldg.
Kino, Preavient.

"

...

a.
”

Backache Cure.

Provisional Cartm.

For *11 Kkioejr, i>i*d.J<-r *od Urli. msy
TrouW**, Umr fork if'*r?
I>bwoa», lUMHiinaUna, Bad WotUay, *lc.

CARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY

P.

™

in FemaleWeakness.
Unfailing
dealer*. 50c.*Ue
mail

by

by

Kur

rale by M.

AM*

McFrcduniO'Y.
M. Moore.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

I

THE RIGHT THING TO PUT ON.
3snsMS Plaster Is Pains Master.)
From the natural

rent;

wrht*«

impulae

to

“put eome.
thing on” a painful ejiot all applications
for the relief of pain have arisen.
The most successful have ever been poultices or plasters, and the heat of these is

Pc.uc

!iuT*i*r

Aim

-U

office over Burrill
STATE STREET.

F-

A.

htick or rui

I'XACA

National Bank

KLLBWOKTh'

Ml.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNE Y
AVI*

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW.

AIho iirotwcullnr
Benson's Porous Plaster.
aiuirnry for All cIaaaa.
»i
***** °*
agaln*t the Untied State*.
No other has anvtu.ng like the same pension#
Business solicited.
power as a curative agent; it is highly and Kllhwoath.
Maim.
scientifically medi ated, and its standard
■_L
is advanced year by year.
E. BUNKER,
Use Benson’s Plaster for coughs,
JR.,
colds,
chest dis-us s. rheumatism, grip,
neuralgia,
AT
kidney trouble, lame hack, and other aib
ineuts that make Winter a season of suffer,
orncEt at
iug and danger. It relieves and cur s BAR HARBOR AND
BLUEBELL, ME.
quicker than any other remedy.
Bar Harbor
l*o not accept Capsicum,
7 and * Mi r.......
Strengthening Hluehlll ofg.-coffice*:
ooen
or Belladonna
hAlur.l.,.
plasters in place of Benson's
*** they
possess none of its curative
CLOSED
Insist on having the genuine.
The people of every civilized land have
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
testified for years to the
superlative merit
of Benson’s Plasters; and
6,0<J0 physicians
I>v. H. w.
and druggists of this
country have declared mnu other. Hat KM beg, to notify kloiwtroM
them worthy of public confidence.
thAi until further noth,
denul
room,
In official comparisons with
will I*. clo«d on
Wedareri., Afternoon.
others, Bensou’s Plusters have been honored with
Ellsworth, Oct. as, I**,.
/i/fp-Jfre highest awards.
For sale by alt druggists, or we will
H. GREELY,
prepay postage on any n >mb»r ordered in the
United States on the
receipt of 2oc. each.
Accept no imitation or substitute.
Seabury & Johnson, Mfg. Chemists. N.Y.
L*«tAi cou^,
■

JOHN

ATTORNEY^

LAW.

power.'

1

1

J)R.

Deep Mystery.
It is a mystery why women endure backache. headache, nervousness, sleeplespue—,
melancholy, fainting and dizzy spell's
when thousands have proved that Electric
Bitters will quickly cure such troubles. “I
suffered for years with kidney trouble,”
writes Mrs. Phebe Cherley, of Peterson,
{
la
“and a lame back pained me so 1 could
not dress my-elf, but Electric Bitters j
wholly cured me, and, although 73 years
A

3ld, ]
work

now

am

able to do all my house-

It overcomes constipation, improves appetite, gives perfect health. Only
50c at Wiggin & Moore’s drug store.

DENTIST.

«ta£1f*-S

Sbbrrtiaramits.

BLOC“ct^TwL1" I11"’
Afternoon,

notice

ElalaSWOKTU

STEAM

LAUNDRY DR

and bath booms.
“NO

PAY', NO

done at short

ELLSWORTH.

(Orer II.rOen'H Shoe Store.)
Bo

delivered.
A CO.,
IP.worth. Me.

H. it. K8TKY
Weet Bad Bridse,

until further

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

MAIN 8T.,

WABHRB,”

wors
i~n
ice. «n<1i
Gouda 0,,^“”dry
called for end

Ph^p»u

Twenty-five yrer.' experience la Xew Torh.
Speelal attention given to chronic care..

-/

COUNTY NEWS.

j

additional

•o*

County Newt

other

ire

KIjUSWOKI'H

WAIKR

rmoMin.

Mrs. Curtis R. Joy is quite in invalid.
Mrs. C E Green will return from Ban

#

gor

Tuesday.
Ripley, of Lincoln,
sister. Mis. Harry Goodwin.
fa

Mias .Salome

Ti^JAPOLEON
A

from

sic

n

lost the battle of
fit

rilb rtiBfmnta.
a

of

iting

Leip-

A
a

How many battles do you lose in your
business because you lack the support-

ing, stimulating
“Poor

coffee,

have

loud

no

strenuous

born's

County .Wien,

nee

other pngrn

MniHHRf.

The cold and stormy weather of late has

prevented

full attendance at the rchersafa

B
His

son, of Lubec.

society of

ladies aid

will

their

serve

Thursday,
Tuesday as heretofore.
Rev. H. F. Day is able
to

the

Baptist

usual

6

30,

supper
instead of

walk about

to

by the aid of a chair pushed by
his side. It has been ten weeks since lie
heard the choir of his church sing; when,
lo! they appeared to him Sunday after-

the house

give up the work

on

account

school

began

school

house

modern,

style

which the pupils and community
appreciate. Clarence Dow, the
teacher, has forty pupils under ills charge.
one

of the “Concert of Nat Ions’1 to be given
soon. The date drat proposed in ay have to
be changed an th'.aaccount. The occasion
ie looked toward to with much Interest.

should

The Baptist parsonage is again open,
after being closed for several
months.
Clarence Emery moved tils family in last
week, and has taken up the work laid
down by Rev. C. 1*. KUertdge. who wa«

ISttek*&M»rr.

All wish him much

inuaicale, which he enjoyed

real

a

greatly.

^

building is of

him

books and gave

with their anthem

noon

to

success.

E.

J-'

Mr. Cochrane will

Sunday

church

well

comes

preach

in the
Feb.

morning,

by

recommended

Friday af- !
fifty-fife years. I

died

He

Rev. C. S.

Bar Harbor, and as he has
foreign field, no doubt he
will bring some inter* sting details of his
work.
Select singing by the choir, with
violin, as usual.

McLearn,

been

in

of

the

RAE.

Jan. 28

Mrs Sarah B. Condon

Baptist
3.

West Trenton.

Mrs. A. R. Fairflald, of Salem, Mass., is
stopping with her sister, Miss J. D. McCondon.
Farland, this winter.
J
I
Kittle Moore and Mrs. J. Lynch, of
The came of life ends when Gabriel
Ellsworth, visited Mrs. R. H. Hopkins
Pepsin preparations often fail to relieve
the last trump
Indigestion because they can digest only plays
last Thursday and Friday.
albuminous foods. There is one prepara
tion that digests atl classes of food, and
The most soothing, healing and antisep
Capt. Walter Bird and wife, of Bar
that Is Kodol l*y«p**psia Cure. It cures th« tic application ever devised is DeWitt’s
Harbor, have been visiting Capt. F. E.
worst cases of Indigestiou and gives in
Witch Hazel i*alve It relieves at once and
Hopkins the last two weeks.
slant relief, for it digests what you eat. cures piles, sores, eczema and skin diseases
H.H. Hopkins is having a cargo of corn,
Wiooin A Moohe.
Beware of imitations WiouiN & Mookk
flour and groceries discharged from the

ternoou, at the
She

leave*

one

age

of

Miss

daughter,

Lillian

SMKtttetmfnts.

schooner “J.

was

PERFECTED
POULTRY
FOOD
It

of Soutli

trip

|

in this State.

We have

numerous

an

the freight.
REMEMBER PAGE'S is the ONLY PERFECT POULTRY FOOD.
It is the one kind that really makes eggs.

our

liberal inducements.

_

_

agent in every village.
money back if you are not satisfied.
Send for our booklet; it contains testimonials, prices, and full particulars about
want

8.

Jan. 28.

proved
highest character. They are from well-known farmers and
poultrymen right here in New England, people you know or have heard about
and whose word is gilt edge.
We guarantee satisfaction and stand back of every pound we ship. Your
We

a

Waltham.

testimonials of the

\

They carried away two
large quantity of smaller

game.

is

Food has been

were

Roy Hanson, of
here on a hunting

week.

and

Mrs. Julia Kingman, who has been
convalescent, is not as well.
Increase Jordan killed a hog recently
which weigned 571 pouuds.
Ella

Mrs.
our

Berwick,

last

foxes

poultry grow.
The value of

Mclntire and

Fred

lay.
certainly the best egg producer. No red pepper
or any irritant that temporarily warms up the fowls and then leaves them
A genuine food that keeps hens healthy and makes
worse off than before.
does make hens

H. Butler” from Portland.

I). E. Mclntlre, of South Berwick, who
the guest of A. S. Hopkins for two
weeks, returned home Saturday.
Capt. F. E. Hopkins left Saturday for
New York to tRke charge of a steamer to
run from New Orleans to South American
ports for six months in the fruit trade. ^

Ipagps

Page pays

Fox

and
the

little

daughter

winter with Miss

are spendiug
Mary Fox.
Mrs. Albert Pettingill, who

Mercy

has

been

visiting friends in Boston and Old Orchard, has returned home.
Mrs. Alraon Jellison, Bernard Jellison
and Miss Alice Flood, of Ellsworth Falls,
Saturday and Sunday.
union public installation of
Snyctic and Companion court, I. O. F.,
Saturday eveuiug. A collation was served.
H.
Jan.
were

in town

There

was a

28.__

CARROLL S. PACE,
HYDE PARK, VERMONT.
SWU=SR3£

J. P. Walker has his ice-house nearly
filled.

at

BUY

lUiim-k.

South

Charles Phillips, of Franklin, has been
K. ii. Young’s the past week.
Smith, who has been confined to
house, the past week with the grip, is

R. C.

DIRECT

his

Her
Merchant is ill.
daughter, Mrs. W. A. Miles, of Ellsworth,
is caring for her.

1

i„..

Hiram

W

oo

Walter Frost Is very low with consumption.

Henry Smith

seriously

is

ill.

Agnes,

daughter, has been called home from

her school in F.bode Island.

The community was greatly shocked
on Saturday to learn ol the sudden death
ol Mrs. David Keezar. She leaves a husband and a large family of children, some
quite young. They have the sympathy

This

LET
elegant 14k Mold Filled It RACE
if
Your money returned without argument

not

EXCELSIOR NOVELTY WORKS

N|
w||
w!

Jf
IS

AW j

for

only 93c.

entirely aatiafactory.

Richmond, Me.

Ladies! Take Your Choice.

It depends entirely upon yourown discretion whether
coffee. Tho
you wish to pay for poor coffee or good
to
price Is Just the same. If you will allow us
—we
to
an
aid
choosing
your
offer you advice—as
would suggest that you buy only good coffee; and we
know of none so good as our incomparable and popular
“White House” Mocha and Java. It will cost
can depend
you no more than poorer brands, and you
Is
upon Its perfect uniformity. “White House”
In i and a-lb. air-tight tin cans, only. TRY IT.

packed

O wine II- Wr tphi Co,,Pr Inclpml Cottmm Rommtcrg,

Boston.

H

MM
WM
«
fflf

of the entire community.
Jan. 28.

M

pH

ARD

HKARUHRS

he standard weight of a hushei of potatoes,
good order and Ht for shipping, Is W» pon’ds;

I
in

J

of

apples,

44

extent of

pounds

I'tw standard weight of a nuahel of ueans In
; wood order and Ht for shipping. Is 02 pounds.
wheat, l>eets, rutadiaga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, >i pounds; of unions, 5*2
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Lid tan meal, 50 pound-; of parsnips. 45 pounds;
of hurley and buckwheat, 4m pounds; of oats,
pounds, or even measure a- by agreement.
The prices quoted helow are the retail prices
at Ellsworth
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what
they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

Country Produce.

Hotter.

,’reamery per lb.

Neufchatel.05

8.

Marion

street all
1

is

ill.
from

in handling a revolver Wednesday, accidentally shot himself through the band.
Dr. Grindle attended him. The wound is

doing

Sub.
_

Osborne Knowles is still very ill.
Mrs. J. L. Fogg is in very poor health.
Wellington Cousins lost

one

of

his

The team ran
bones last Wednesday.
away with a load of logs in Somesvllle,
and collided with a tree, killing the horse
Instantly. The other horse was thrown
down, but was only slightly bruised
Jan. IS.

lived

M.

in

Congress

her life. The bouse now goes
Historical society.

to the Maine

Egg*.

Patent has been granted to E. S. Booth,
little easier.
laid, per doz—...20 a 22 Watervllle, for trolley fendsr for electric
cars; to J. L. Clark, Bangor, for lid for
Poultry.
Turkeys. 16 stove tops; to D. N Hat borne, Rum ford
Chickens.16 a 18 Falls, for apparatus for
decomposing
Fowl.. i
solutions; to E. McKenney, Bangor, for
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.X.17 door faHtemn/; to C. F. Porter, Portland,
Baled..
for fence or railing.
Eggs

are a

Fresh

Vortli

l.nm»iur>.

Isaiah

Young

is in very poor health.

Miss Blanche
Machias

is

Hagau

from

home

Mrs. Robie Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, is visiting relatives here.
Miss Bernice Brimmer, of Bangor, is the
guest of Miss Carrie Salisbury.

Mrs. Harry Hodgkins and little

son Neal,
Harbor, are visiting .Mrs Hodgkins*
parents, 1 N. Salisbury and wife.
A history club has beeii organized, with

of Bar

bout

a

dozen

mem

Thursday evening

It meets every
home of Mrs.

tiers

at the

Abbie Austin.

Missionary H. J. Openshaw, from
through Senator Western China, will deliver an address
Frye, has offered to give to Lewiston for Thursday evening, Jsn. 31, at the church.
Mr. Oi eusi'aw will be dressed in Chinese
a public library building a sum
Vegetables.
up to |50,
3081 uiue.
.20 Cabbage,
.03 000, which shall be ten times the provisPotatoes, pk
.04
tb
Onions,
Beets,
.01)$ ion of Lewiston for
La-t Wednesday afternoon, while Hollis
of
the
support
library.
.04 Turnips, lb
.01 >4
Mquash. II.
05 Carrot-, lb
The city government will appropriate a ! Austin with a loaded team was crossing
.01 >4
Celery, stalk
Beans perqt—
sum sufficient to
meet Mr. Carnegie’s j Jordan’s river, the ice separated and horses
12
Imp Yellow
and driver were precipitated i< to the water.
10 offer. A lot probably will be donated.
Pea,
Fortunately the water was only four feet
Fruit.
It is reported that the Bangor and j deep, and with the aid of Edward
Hopkins,
A pp!es, bbl 02 00 y 02 50 Oranges, doz
.35 «j 45
Aroostook railroad contemplates the re- | of Tremon, who was
ear, they escaped
*25 §.'4*
Lemons, doz
with
more
serious
a
than
nothing
decidedly
Cranberries qt
i‘2 moval of its car repair shops from HartIA l.oth
Groceries.
well, about two miles above Old Town, to j
Jan 27.
Y*
Coiiee—per n>
Rice, per tb
.0B3.08 Millinocket. Since the numerous extenj
.16 §.25 Pickles, per gal .40 3.60
Rlo,
Marsh.
Pretty
.40 Olives, bottle
.25 § 75 sions to the system it has been found that 1
Mocha,
Rev H P Thompson, of the Methodist
the rep nr shops are too far removed from 1
Pure older,
.20
Tea—per ft—
church at West Tremont, holds meetings
a central location on the
.05
Japan,
.453-65 Cracked wheat,
line, and it is1 here every Friday
evening.
.04
.303 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
because of that fact that the change is |
.2,?
Sugar—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
Capt. W. II. Freeman returned from the
.04 to he made.
Granulated,
.06* Graham,
Coffee—A A B, .06
Eye and Ear infirmary last Saturday. His
.«»4
Bye meal,
The Bangor houae was damaged to the
.06 Granulated meal,ft 02*
Yellow, C
eyes are improved very much
Mo I as sen—per gal—
oil—per gal—
extent of $10,000 by fire and water SaturRev. J. R. Norwood, rector of St. Mary’s
.35
Havana.
I.Indeed,
.053.6')
afternoon.
The
hotel
Is
with
Porto Rico,
Jin
owned,
13 day
Kerosene,
church at Northeast Harbor, preached
.60
AHtral oil,
15 the exception of recent additions, by F.
Syrup,
two able sermons here on Tuesday and
Lumber hii<1 Building Material*.
O. Beat, who has insurance aggregating Wednesday evenings of Aast week.
1 25
Jan. 28.
8.
(iUinlmr—per M—
Spruce,
The
$17,000
addition*, including the
11 gl3
1 25
Hemlock,
Hemlock,
new wing in Union st reet, together with
Hemlock Doards, 1 g 13 Clapboards—per M
12 g 16
Extra spruce,
24 326
Spruce,
Stilrrtisnnmta.
the furniture and equipment, are owned
Spruce lloor,
16g20 Spruce, No. 1, 17 glS
12 315 Clear pine,
Pine,
35360 by ttie lessees, H. U. Chapman & Son, who
Matched pine,
15g20 Extra pine,
35g60 have insurance of
$18,000.
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
William G. Emmons, of Lewiston, died
2 35 Nalls, per ft
clear,
.048.06
"
He was ore of Lewiston’s
Saturday.
1 85 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
1 60
"
IF YOU DON’T
extra r .e,
165 Lime, per cask
.85 oldest citizens. He was born in George"
No. ..
125 Brick, per M
7 am
**
and
in
his
town,
held
ft
younger
days
many
.75
White
scoots,
lead, pr .059.08
! positions of honor and trust in the town
Provisions.
| of ills birth. He was postmaster, town
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft :
Andrew

Loose. gglO
Baled.
14

Carneg’e.

—

YOUR MONEY BACK

.20 9.30
.123.22
.‘ 83.10

Steak,

Boasts,
Corned,
Tripe,

.05

Veal:

.18

Steak,
Roasts,

.103.12

Roasts,

.15
.08 3.12

Mutton:
•'teak,

15
12

Steak,

Chop,
Pig*’feet.
llam, per ft
Shoulder,

.<5

10J.lt
.0-*

Bacon,
Suit
I.ani, loose
laird In pulls,

.10

a

.lo

!

.123.18 Clams, qt
.10 Oy sters, qt
12 Scallops, qt

Halibut,

year ago.

scendant of

.20
40

came

85

connection

ton—
6 50
6 50
6 50
:

ft—

.05*

Dried
.12 3.20
.10
.08 3.15
.10#. 14

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

Ashvllle.
U. 11 Robertson

Crie

ai

d

St.

Albans Remedy Co.,
GUARANTEE.

kept

Haven.
a

--

County Netra

aee

other

--;-r-

..

page*,

Penobscot.
Miss Belva L. Sellers
Vivian I.

evening.

Fruit.

the

is

visiting Miss

Kenniston in Castine.

The officers of Parker SpoCford lodge,
O. U. W., were installed Saturday

Rev. Mr. Smith, of Bucksport, occupied
pulpit of the Methodist church Sunday, Jan. 20.

.10

Tamarinds,
.08 #.12
Currants,
.06
Apples, string
.10
Apples, sliced

in which some clothing is put together one might well believe that the phrase “let her rip”
originated In some clothing factory, but the WASHINGTON
CLOTHING CO. are very particular

manner

that

no

a

Washington Pants,
is

Grindle and wife are receivIrving
ing congratulations on the birth of a son,
born Sunday, Jan. 20.

to

in

regular meeting of court Bagaduce. 1. O. F Tuesday evening, eight
were

received

fcr

a

member-

not

we

one

pair of Washington

Pants than others pay for in
dozen pair.
Why? Because
use

what you

Herman H. Ward well, of Buck field, formerly of this tow’ii, who is employed by
E. E. Bragdon and her two daughters, Ruth and Abbie, who have been at Stops the Cough an«l Works off the Cold,
Franklin visiting relatives and friends, i
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets cure a cold
I In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents.
returned home Saturday.

warranted

rip.

We pay more
for the thread and silk

At the

applications
ship.

ahall

one

chance to accuse them
of being the
guilty party. EVERY
PAIR OF THE
have

A.

the sick

Vfc.,

GUILTY^

NOT
ever

A.

Albans,

Mention this paper.

large1

■—..r

St.

about

thriving fish business, in

with which be

additional

.25®.50
Lambskins,
Tallow—per ft—
.01*
Rough,
.04
Tried,

on

of

who

COUNTY NEWS.

list again.
Capt. Oliver P. Bragdon is still contlned
to the house.
The postmistress, Mrs. E. M. Hammonds, is on the sick list.
is

a

island

(jries

year* go

From the

Hides and Tallow.
Ox,

of the Scotch

country many

general store. The news of his death was
brought to the mainland by a carrier
pigeon.

1.1531.25

.05*
Cow,
.04*
Bull,
Calf skins, green
.2531.00

one

to this

Deceased did

Coal—per
Broken,
Stove,
Egg,
Nut,

6 50
Blacksmith's
6 ot»
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
1 00
4 75#3 25
Straights,
1 10
St. Louis roller.
Corn, hag
4 75 <t5 25 Oats, West’n.bu .38 3 40
110
5 25 35 75 Shorts—bag—
Patents,
Mixed feed,bag
1.15
Middlings, bag

Hides—per

SMITH’S

laid claim to the

Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Dry hanl, 3 00 35 00
2 00 g3 00
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
100 9 1 35

wedding

Crie, who once owned the
Haven, and who was widely
GREEN MOUNTAIN
known along the coast,died Friday. Eight
years ago lie received a paralytic shock,
RENOVATOR.
which had made hitn helpless ever since, i
to muscles, nerves and brain.
Strength
Mr.Crie, or “Gov. Crie,” as he was know n, It cures. Nature’* own
remedy. Ask your
was horn at Matinicuft, Jan. 11, 1826, a dedruggist—50 cents and one dollar. Write

15

Loiters, ft

golden

His wife died about

Robert F.

ItoUatS,

Pickerel.
Smelts, ft

his

island of Crie

.20
16
.10 3.16
Fresh Fish.
Fresh llsh arc In good supply. Halibut Is a
little higher. Smelts are scarce.
.05 Haddock,
.05
Cod,

Chop,

celebrated

ruons

j

.14®I5 | about six years ago.

.llg.12
12
Lard, home rood
10
Sausage, ft

Lamb
st**nk,

| clerk and selectman.
Thirty-six years
Mr. Emago he removed to Lewiston.

the best, and that is
get when you buy the

Washington Pant.
clothiers

have them.

AM

TRY

first-class
A

PAIR*

Mrs.

George Chilcott
visiting Mr.

are

and

wife,

Chilcott’s

Mr. Chilcott

Washington Clothing Co.,
CHERRYF1ELD, ME.
■

----

of

Sullivan,
sister, Mrs.

will return home

to-day, but Mrs. Chilcott will remain a
few days longer.
Patrick
Mulhern, of East Sullivan,
WDlie comillff

uunu

tu

»i<»y

uvm

ouuuaj

the ice and cut
his head. Sunday he was quite ill, but at
this writing he seems to be himself again.
Mr. Mulhtrn Is about ninety years of age.
Jan. 28._B.
Mrs.

Hill’s,

fell

on

Great Point.

If your children are listless, tired and thin, use True’s Elixir. It
worms, and all impurities in the stomach and bowels, purifies
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic. Used as a household remedy for
half a century, and everywhere commended. Give it to the children
at regular intervals to guard against worms.

Elbridge Chick is at home from Aurora.
Mrs. Edgar Mclnineh is ill with rheumatism.
Miss Grace Bracey has been in Amherst
for

a

expels

few weeks.

E. Mace made a business trip to Ellsworth the first of the week.

TRUES

Strout, of Cherryfleld, whose teams
camping at Alligator lake while
hauling bark to Ricevilie, has moved out
of the woods.

PIN WORM

ELIXIR.

of Mariaville, who has
working for L. Palmer on township
2, returned home Friday, suffering with
a carbuncle on his neck.

Harley Black,

gives appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children, healthy sleep aud healt'iful
activity. It is one of the most valuable helps for growing children. Kxpels worms,
so freouent in childhood.
Restores fir.- natural
activity of youth. 3=, cents a Dottle at druggists. Write for free book on * Children and their Diseases.” Sp<
treatment for tape worms.
$
Write for free circular.

been

Among those in town recently were
Rice, Bangor; J. T. Giles, J. H.
Austin, John Cook, Ellsworth; Mrs. Lincoln Silsby, Mias Myra Silsby, Aurora.

DR. J. P.

Frank

well.

Jan. 28.

Portland,

at

have been

this place
A party
young people
and South Bluehill, Thursday night weut
to Joseph Couary’s for a surprise party.
W Ilford O. Conary, son of A. B. Conary,
of

of the

sister

aged 90 years, 10 months.
She
the old Longfellow house on

Mr.

Sylvester

Sunday.

Longfellow Pierce,
poet, Longfellow, is dead

__

IlluehIU Falls.

000

Anne

so
3-24

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.. io§I8
Best dairy (new)..
Hutch (Imported).
yo

frl

The thirty-fourth annual encampment
of the department of Maine, G
A. K,
will be held at Auburn, Tuesday and
Wednesday, February 19 and 20
The two-year-old daughter of George
Davis, a farmer living near Berwick, f«ll
into a tub of boiling water last week and
was so badly scalded that she lived
only
a few minutes.

F.

West Krien.

Kk
W

WKIORTS

» mineral
nprl.ig company, is In
visiting friends.
Capt. WMilam Sellers and Henry Davis
have arrived home from
N*v York.
Capt. Sellers has hauled h
sMiooner,
‘•Flora Condon”, up there for t he winter.
A sleighing parly of “Normals” came
up from Castine Friday evening and took
It
The
supper at tno Penobscot
party W"8 made up of W. C. Ywra, Mabel
Shaw, F S. Grindle, Bad in Poo e, William
F. Smart, Mias Know'
J i! Pierson,
K u Marine
nay Homan, F. M. White,
Durgin
Jan. 28.
SUBA.

town

weigh 70 mmnds.

|

at

Mnriaville.

his

I

Eliza Hill.

improving.
Mrs.

LAW BHDAKIMNQ

Dir'g

the

Week's WiMmwImjt of lVew»,
Novelty him! Nonsense.
The Magnolia house at Camden, owned
William
Eaton and leased by Arthur
by
Webster, was da in Aged by fire to the

Htraw,

There is to be a real live missionary
meeting in the Baptist vestry Tuesday
evening, or C. E. night, led by Miss Ben-

from 5 30

promising term of high
Monday, Jan 21, In the new

Jit.

con-

“Uncle’' Otis Springer is gaining.

The

A

and

tender

many friends hope to see him soon taking his dally walk to the poetoffloe.

will

of failing health.

new

here

Jan. 28.

church

compelled

The

Friends

gratulations.

arm.

your

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional

It

Coffee.

Brand

One of Franklin's hustling young men,
David McNaughton, foreman of a stone
quarry In Havana, Cuba, 1s meeting with
fine success. He has recently taken to
htmself as bride. Miss Mabel Drisko, of

K1TTKMY TO CAKIHOC.
One

of Liverpool salt shall weigh SO
} A bushc;
j pounds, ami a bushel of Turks Island salt shall

f

sle’gh ride to West Sullivan last Tuesday evening, and attended the K. of P.
meeting.

Jonesport.

the

power,

of Chelsea

a

the

want

daughter

a

The convenience of the ice bridge *s
Visitors from here enjoyed

living, try Chase & San-

Seal

strengthen

forceful

the

pedal,

If you

of

appreciated.

poor

snap.

this season.

Piper.

energy!'' is the rule.
Nature has her soft pedal down and
you

acquisition

at the funeral

coffee.

good

pt the Methodist vestry ia

stove

new

comfortable

Mrs, George A Martin and Mrs. At Van
Stinson will entertain a whist party Wednesday evening.
Rev. W. H. Powlesland was caPnd to
Eistbrook Monday forenoon to officiate

indigestion.

brace of

her

^
vis-

makkktn.

Wednesday, January SO, 1901.

pan#*

Bert Saunders, who has been employed
the Ellsworth Lumber company, gave
his knee a bad cut Saturday. He was
brought out of the woods to-day, and left
immediately for Ellsworth.
Flossie.
Jan. 27.

Edison’s Phonograph

by

“Neglected oolda make fat graveyards.” Dr.
Norway Pine Syrup helps men and
to a happy, vigorous old age.—Advt.

Wood's
women

TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.

1

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is al way*ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine-,. Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COt 135 Fifth Ave., New York.
~

•

News of Interest to llanOf the need of civil laws in the Legislative
cock County Headers.
lUKAl. AM> POLITICAL JOUBBAL
islands, the report says:
The bill to revive the organization of
PUBUtRID
“The army has brought the Philippines to the
the trustees of the parsonage fund of
EVF.RY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
where they offer a ready and attractive
point
AT
Buckaport, panned the (Senate to be enfield for investment and enterprise, but to make
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
It passed the
grossed last Wednesday.
uos powfrlnle, there must be mining laws, boon.THE
BT
House to be enacted Friday, and the Senstead and land laws, general transportation
OO.
PUBLISHING
COUNTY
HANCOCK
ate Tuesday.
laws, banking and currency laws.**
F. B Rt>i lins. Editor and Manager.
Mr. Scammon, of Franklin, presented a
Of the general condition, the report
hill tc amend chapter 87 of the public
fsbwrh>*><tn Price—$2.0$ a year; #1.00 for, says, after noting the favorable effect
laws of 1891, relating to the taking of
ft* momu-; '>0 cents for three months; ’f
of the le-election of President Mcpaio slide is It. advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents
smelts.
All arrearage* are reckoned ai
respectively
Kinley:
A feat or© of last Wednesday’s session
the rare of *1 per vear.
Are reasonable, and will
idv*ru*iiu
“From now on, conditions In the*., inlands
was a communication from Governor Hill
be made known on application
will grow !»tt»adiiy better, and however formidannouncing the death of Queen Victoria,
able the dlfilcu ties really are, the po**i»dlines
eulog zing her character and reign, and exBusiness communications should be addressed that
con
the
of
themseives
Improving
present
^ and *11 money orders made payable to, Th*
pressing the hope that the legislature
w« n»th, comin
of
the
education,
Ells
dl
ion
Publishing
Uocntt
people
Co.,
Hancock
would take some action to show her subworth. Maine.
fort, and In the knowledge of bow to govern
jects the sympathy felt for them by the
th« mselves, cannot but awaken the deepest en-
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to
of

as

do.

extra

session if

act upon his
lack of time may
Senator Lodge,
to

the Philippine committee, expresses confidence that the
Philippine legislation recommended
by the President can be pushed
through the Senate in a few days, but
that confidence is not generally shared
by Senators. His committee is now
considering the best mothod of accomplishing the desired end.

MOON'S PHASES.

ggcFull

it

chairman

12

TIlTs

"30

recommendation,

compel

U

10

Kinley will call an
this Congress fails

5

13

27 23 j 29

people of Maine. A joint committee was
appointed to draw op appropriate resoluwas the
Many believe that President Mc- tions. Mr. Follows, of Bucksport,

thusiasm on the part of every friend of civilization familiar with the actual conditions.**

1901

*:3€

OA

ZU

V
Municipal Politics.
There is unusual activity among the
local politicians here in Ellsworth,
and the spring election still five weeks

a.m.

*32

07

Z(

a. in;

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30,

1001.

This is
healthy sign;
that the indifference that has
been conspicuous in recent years as to
what became of the city’s affairs is
it

a

away.

means

Ca

ful PttulKhm.nt In Maine.

The Kennetxv- Journal Inst week discussed at some length the proposition
to revive capital punishment in Maine,
as

provided

the

nresnof

for in bills introduced in
lecnalatnre.

The Journal

reviews the history of capital punishment in Maine, which is so interestthis time that
ing just
the article in full:
at

we

*

*

Philippine Situation.
President McKinley’s message

to

a

expended

to

best

dv tntage, are problems that require
business experience and good judgment.

It

is

enough for either political

transmitting

a

j'.tp

-lion.

It concludes

strongly
Spooner
by Congress, saying

arges the

commission
passage of the

Philippine

bill

The

Philippine

of it:
purely central civil
government can be eetablimed; no public
kind
at
franchise
any
granted, and no sub
-Until its pa*eage,

no

their

speaking

the fee

have

pretty freely

minds

system of late.

The

seemed to be in line with the

war

order
the

on

system, for while Mr. Plummer states
that his object in introducing the order
wa« to obtain information, it is thought
fee

by many that if such information is
forthcoming, it will lead in the future to
of salaries in

adjustment

an

offi

Chase

ces.

tempted
tion to

number of

a

vainly attide, wishing to conmole fully, but his moof Portland

to stem the

reconsider

met

but scant ap-

with

Thursday

the Senate last

providing

act

an

for

the
A

corporate franchises.

was

of

taxation

similar

has

bill

general interest, introHouse, was one to amend
It is designed
t he newspaper libel law.
to replace Maine’s antiquated libel laws
Another bill of
the

on

a

j

tho*e of

with

sr

The text of the bill is

other states.

as

fol-

In an action for llltel, the defend8*et’on 1
unt, after notice In writing given to the plaintiff
or to bis attorney at any time before the pleading* are required to l>e filed therein, of hi* intention to publish a retraction of such libel, ac
com pan led by a copy of ihe retraction which
he 1* prepared to publish, may give in evidence
In mitigation of damages that he so publshed
such retractioi ; or. If, upon such notice the
plaintiff does not accept the offer *o to pub'ldi
such retraction the defendant may give in evidence In mitigation of damage* that he offered
to publish such re traction and that the said off r
was n<>t accepted, and that the alleged libel
was
published In good faith and without
actual malice, and unless the plaintiff prove actu <1 ma Ice, or want of good faith or a failure
either to rctraqt or offer to retract as aforesaid,
he shall recover only compensation for the actual injury sustained.
•*» cUuu 1.
In any civil action for libel the defendant may allege and prov In mitigation of
that
the plaintiff ha* already recovered
damages
damage* for, or has received, or has agreed to
receive, compensation in respect of substantially the same libel as that for which such

it is of more consequence,
that of all who are available, those
only should be selected who aie
known to be competent to sit in judgment on questions sure to arise that
affect for weal or woe the interests of
the city.
It is well,

therefore,

that

a

lively

interest should develop thus early; it
affords an opportunity for all to dis-

possible candidates, become
mili^f with the situation, and
intelligently at the caucuses.
It is generally understood that
cuss

faact

the
will be held earlier this year
than is u-ual. This, too, is well, for
it gives voters ample opportunity to
caucuses

discuss the nominees, and to determine
who of them all are likely best to
serve the public interests.

action was brought.
Section 3. In actions for libel an unproved
It is gratifying to be able to state
al egatlon in the pleadings of the truth of the
that the republicans are keenly alive
niHtter charged shall not he deemed proof of
to the situation, and that the work of malice unless the
jury on the whole case find
for
a
organization
vigorous campaign thrtt such defense was made with malicious
is nearly completed.
With this done, latent.

and with harmony all along the line,
there is no reason why we should not
be
to

able, with neatness and dispatch,
relieve our democratic friends

from further participation in affairs
that politically' belong to the repub-

Section 4. In any action for libel If the defendant at the first term files an affidavit that be
ha* a good defense upon the merits and that, the
statement* complained of wire
published In
good (aitn, ilie court after hearing may order
the p almtff to utve security for costa.
section ft
Whoever wilfully states, delivers
or transmit- by any means whatever to the

Ucaus.

Depew

has received many
congratulations on bia speech in favor
of the ship subsidy bill. Having been
a railroad man all his life, he is thoroughly familiar with the transportation of freight both on land and sea.

nt-w>p »|*t.r, magazine, publication, perlixllczl
serial, for public>tUo» therein, any false or
libelous* state me nt .concerning any per-on or
corporation, and thereby secure* (he actual
publication of the same, shall, upon conviction
thereof, be punished by due not exceeding $.00,
or

or

imprisonment not exceeding
line and imprisonment.

out

year,

or

by

Among bills introduced last Thursday
was * bill amending
the game law by
making tbe open time on duck extend
law, not the least of which was con- from
January 1 to .September 1, and protained in these words of his: “It is
hibiting the sale of woodcock an the aale
estimated that there is paid by Amer- of
partridge ia now forhiddeu.
ican producers to foreign ship-owners
In the House iaat Friday, Mr. Spofford,
in freight charges, at least 8175,000,- oi Deer Isle, presented pothlou and «ct to
000 a year.
Four per cent, on this pronibit the killing of deer in tbe town
would give us an American merchant of Swan’s island for five ytar^. Mr Burmarine, and the expenditure of much rill, of El'swortb, presented two more pethe larger part of this money in onr fcW ions in favor of bill to prohibit tbe aale
of trout In Hancock county.
own country.”
Among billa for general laws introduced Friday were
two
by Hancock
Ex-Governor Powers has announced
county
representatives, one
by Mr.
biB candidacy for nomination for Con- Stevens, of Bluebili, to amend
public
gress from the fourth district to suc- tawa relating to forest fires, and one by
ceed Hon. Charles A. Boutelle.
In Mr. Scammons, of Franklin, to amend
announcing his candidacy Mr. Powers the law relating to tbe draft of jurors.
Tbe judiciary committee Friday re“I believe that the republicans
said:
on three Hancock county
very generally recognize that as Pe- ported favorably
bills—one for tbe bridge from Bar Harbor
nobscot county has had the congressto Bar island; one authorizin'* constructman
twenty-two years, the other ion of wharf into tide water at Penobscot,
counties should be considered.
After and tbe third
authorizing construction of
consulting with the leaders in Wash- a wharf into tide water at Bucksport.
Tbe most important new matter introington and Piscataquis counties, I am
assured that both of those counties

The Maine lobster has found a
friend in need in Congress.
The establishment of a government hatchery
on the Lincoln county coast, as authorized

by Congress

duced

Friday

was a

bill

which

aims

to

decrease the number of “mistakeu-for-s
deer”

cases

which

annually

mar

tbe

A lazy liver may be only a tired liver, or a
starved liver.
A stick Is all right for the back
a lazy man
But it would be a savage as well
a* a stupid thing to i>eat a weary mau o* a
starving man because he lagged In bis work. So
In treating trie lags wig liver It Is a great mistake
to lash It with drastic drugs.
In ninety nine
cases out of a hundred a
or *higgl»h liver
is but a symptom of an !<! nourished body,
whose organs are weary with overwork. Let
your liver al one Stnrt with the stomach and
of

torpid

last week, is a Us allied
organs of digestion and uuirHton. Put
substantial move In the right direc- them iu proper working order, and see how
liver will Income active and
quickly
your
tion. The measure met much opposienergetic. Dr Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis
tion, and its passage is a victory of no ; cover, lias made many marvelous cures of
small proportions for the Maine dele- i “liver trouble* bv Its wonderful couirol of the
It restores
of digestion and nutrition
gation in the House, and of Senator 1 organs
the normal activity of the Horaaeh, Incenses
Hale, who secured its prompt passage the secretions of tbe blood making glands,
in the Senate Friday, in the same cleanses the system from poisonous accumulaand so relieves the liver of the burdens
form as it came from
the lowerj tions,
Imposed upon tt by tbe defection of other

j branch.

organs.

...

ck
through
^
oanty they almost hear the b-r-r-r-ref
^ be electric

FOKKCl.O^ritR.
^. Phillips
of

OF

NOT f'K

Mane

Georg*

UrHRBRAR
worth, Haneocx county,
deed dated the

cars.

aor*gage
,f November,

Kllt-

Maine, by hi*
twenty »« *»d day

»rd< d in the
a. d. 1S*°. snd r#
fancock county registry <4 fleet*, sol. M2,
There was a liquor raid In Buckaport
>»ge MU, conveyed to me, the undersign-d. a
j ist Sunday. But some bold, had, thirsty < criHln tract or parcel of wild land situated
n
the town oi Treuton. iu said <. >uuty of
shooting under penalty of fln© of f!,000 f urgiars did it, not the officers.
fancock, and butted and bounded as follows,
This
and expulsion from their office.
o wit:
at a po-nt on the somberly side
last clause is what gives force to the bill
J. E. Himor of West Eden, recently ! 4 Bcg.nning
an old road leading from the John Harden
and makes the proposed law mean more f ound an old wallet, In which was a town
>laoe, so eG’.ed, in Trenton across to he Bay?> tine f land
iide, »o called, and in the
than the present law to punish man- ( rder drawn
twenty years ago. The older, >f R. F. tteraiek; thence aeaifc thirty-*!* and
The supporters of the bill ^ rlth interest due. amounted to about f80.
slaughter.
hrte-iourtb* degrees e*«t, w*« hundred and
irtenty two rod* to a corner; then e south
hope that its passage will make hunters
Ifty-three and one-fou. h degree* we*tfortymore careful, even if its extreme penalCol. Greene, of Shore Line fame. Is also
dne rods to a corner; tbencf *outh thirty-si*
tnd three-fourth*degree- «A*t. one hun ired
ties are seldom Invoked.
$ fter that trans-Hancock county railroad
ind twenty-four rod* to s corner; thence south
In the House yesterday Mr. Scaromon, t barter. He wants It for a steam rail- 1ft? three and one-fourth degree* west, fnrlysouth thirtyof Franklin, introduced a bill to amend
oad. An electric railroad, which would i«rro rod* to a corner; thence
its and three-fourth* deg e** east seventy
the revised statutes relative to benevolent
( and people right at thetr doors, seems to
rod* to a corner; thence aoiitU fifty thicr and
institutions, making non-taxable the \ <* most in favor in the towns along the me fourth degree* west eleven and o«r half
rods to a corner; thence south thirty-si* snd
property owned by such institutions and | •reposed route. When the Washington three-fourth* degree* es*t one hundred snd
rods to a corner, theme north
not used for their own uses.
ounty railroad or some other company forty eightsnd
one fourth degree* east, flftvfifty-three
Mr. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, offered a
;ets ready to build that connecting
four rod* to a corner; thence south thirty-six
tud three-fourths degree* east a »out eightyresolve and petition in favor of appro- , cross Hancock county and the Penoblive rod* to an an«te in the line; thence
priattng |750 annually to aid in repairing cot to a connection with the Grand louth forty*!* and three fourhs degree* eaat
and maintaining county roads in the
rrunk at Lewiston, nobody will stand in about thirty-five rod*; thence south thirty»ix and three-fouth* degrees ea*t about Hghiy
town of Mariavllle. The bill was accorr- , be way, but just now it looks as if an
rods to the southwest corner of said lot;
thence north forty fire degree* east one hunpanled with a statement of facts regarding
lectric road would be tbe greatest goc-d
dred and four and one-half rods to the souththe same.
o tbe greatest number.
past corner of said lot; thence north thirtyTwo more Hancock county railroad pelix and three-fourths degree* west flee hundred alxty-*ev*n end one-half ri'ds to fiord’s
titions came before the legislature yesterBartlett's Island read about Lakewood's Brook,
so-caHed; thence following the course
day, one introduced by Mr. Burrili, of •Id people, and advances its own claim for >f said l*ord's Brook southerly aud easterly
to said old rosfl first above mentioned leadThere are fiftyEllsworth, for extension of the charter of
lonors in this direction.
ing from the John Harden place, so-culled,
the
to
Trenton
Bavsldr, »«-called:
the Ellsworth street railway companj, ( even persons on the island. The aggreIn
said old road two hundred
and one by Mr. Spofford, of Deer Isle, for a ( gate ages of the seven oldest is just 500 thence following
snd thirty two rods to the point begun wt.
charter for the Castine Eastern raillaid lot contain* five hundred and twentycars, while there are seven others over
live screw more or leas, and the above
road company.
ifty years of age. We can hardly agree tion U according to a plan and survey of aald
The latter is the project fora steam road
vith Bartlett’s Island’s claim that this is lot made l>v L. A. Wjruni, surveyor. In Junto
try a. d. 1*93. which ssid plan i* referred to
over the route from Washington Junction
letter than Lakewood, for though the
Mid made a part of this deed. The above-deCastine, which is suhstanttally the same | at ter community Is larger, the aggregate icrihed lot t* all and the same property deter ibed
in d**ed from Kendrl K. Thompson
route for whict* the Hancock county rail- , ges of its seven oldest cit Irens, 586 years,
tnd others to the said George A. Phillips,
sau average of over eighty th*e«- ve**»a
road seeks for charter for an electric road.
Sated April twenty-seventh, a d. fMT7, and reor each, while the average age of Hartcorded in book 917, pag* .W. of Hancock
Col. Greene is the principal promotor of
est’s Inland seven oldest Is only a little
bounty. Maine, regisity of deed*.
The incorporathe steam road prt ject.
And whereas the condition of aald mort>ver seventy-one years.
gage ha* been broken, and now remain*
tors named In the petition are A. I. Saunbroken and unpeitormed. now, therefore, I
The queerest runaway of tho week in :lalni a foreclosure of ssid mortgage for
ders, John B. Redman, of Ellsworth; E.
rondi* ion thereof, and give this
E. Chase, of Btuebill; Elmer P. Spoflord,
in |>re*ch of theintention
iancock county took place down
to foreclose tfte *am*
aotice of my
of Deer Isle, and J. M. Vogell, of Castine.
Ginaox l>. Jot.
statute.
Prospect Harbor, where a runaway horse t* requiredi.-,oy.*nrlh
tkl* •>*, K <ts* 4.1 linn.
The act gives tbe corporation authority
vas runaway wit h.
The horse ran away
fcrj, a. d.
to construct a bridge over Unton river in
Here it
md turned down a wood road.
STATE OF MAINEsuch manner an shall not unnecessarily
ivertook a wood-sled, and jumped aboard,
iiw ilrlvi>r nf
ii.
uimwI
ill b.nn.i
n
Hancock, s»: —To the Honorable Justice of
obstruct navigation, and to consolidate
Jod-ctal t’ourt, ntst to be
the
rtuprt-me
H »
;o make room for the new-comer.
with any railroad company in tbe State of
holdeu at EiUwoitU, within and for the taid
>wn home win frightened by ttie onu-uul
of Hancock, on the Third Tuesday
County
•om motion h*»‘ tnd him. and «'«rtnl »**
of Januarv. A. !>. ’»!.
GOSSIP.
The origin*! runaway staid on the
run.
represent* Henrietta A.
IU|>
In
till*
l*< J
MOd
*00<1-Mtd.
A Crowlev that h> maiden name wui
|>0*M
hands
Powers
was
Ex-Gov.
shaking
l»cck«r.
That she vra* lawfully
A.
Henrietta
went out of sight flown the road. When
with his friends aboot the Btaie House,
at Indian Hirer,
the original runaway turned married to Alston I». <’rowl#y
Wednesday. In conversation with a Jour- irxtatwren,
in the town of Addison, state of M-.tiue,on
hi* o n stable, appa*•*»• tly no <r the Tiud
yial man he stattd that be was a candidate ip
i>.
18*9 by the Rev.
A.
of
January
day
:»«*» wor-e f«r hta novel experience.
Very O III* of Macblsa, Maine. That they lived
tor the nomination for Congress In the
Ittle damage wan done.
together as husband sou w«fr at sea ?or about
four; h district, and that with the strong
four year* and then settled in Hwtion, Mas*.,
#opf*»rt already tendered him. he was
a«d then iivrtl IcyrUirr a* t»*»*bai d and wife
court.lent of winning.— Kennebec Journal.
»Tatk of Ohio, city or Tolkiki, *
lor lour year* ar.tfth* n (MM is
orea, in the
Lucas Cotramr,
i
town of »*ould*b«*ro. Is s-id «-«>u.»iy of HanL. B. Deasy, and C. B. Pineo, of Bar
Frank J. cheeky makes oath* that he I- cock. and there lived ’OftrtHrr a* husband and
Harbor, appeared before tbe judiciary a*nlor partner **f the firm «>f Y. .1 CMKJt»Y A wire ut.ill the 7t-th day of April. A. D. 1W7.
That they have usd born to them two chilcommittee last Wednesday in behalf of tbe
Jo., doing business In the City of Toledo* Cmm
and Slate afore* aid, ami that said firm will dren, vi*: Ethel Crowley t u years of age
tiiil authorizing the construction of a
•
tioi.I, iff* and Hattie Crowley eight year* of age.
•a> the aura of (INK H UN D ICBl
That your libel >snt ha* always conducted
bridge from town of Eden to Bar or Pineo far each ami every ease ot catarrh tiui< can
herself towards her »aid husband a* a faithioi iw urctl hr It* u-e of 11 ALu's t »T >hkh
The building of a bridge will
island.
ful. true and affectionate wife; that on the
Fit\NK ./ CHENEY.
JUKE.
Mth dav of April A. D. 1*9'. the said Almuti L.
Sworn to lieforr roe and *ub«crilied In mv
open up a large amount of shore property.
i. row ley deserted your lineiUni and went to
yresence, mi* 6tli day of tHceinber, a d Iecs*5Mr. Deasy thought that tbe value of the
p*r s unkuown to her which desertion has
A W «LKA«OV.
been utter desertion, contiuatd for three con*
is
would
be
init
a
built,
inland,
bridge
Public.
totbe filing of this
.Vdtor|
lecutlve years next pri
I
He stated that if the
creased ten fold.
libel, since which lime *bo baa never seen or
Hail's t a!arth Cure i* taken Internal!*, and
from him or received from him any
heard
icts
the
l>’m»d
and
ia
tbe
island
will
be
on
raucous
surface*
directly
constructed,
bridge
Mipport. That his gysi race I* unknown to
if the system. sc <1 for testimonial*!, free
cut up in lots and put on tbe market,
your libellant and cannot he ascertained by
r J. t HUSKY A CO.. Toledo, O.
reasonable diligence.
Sold by Druggist*. 75c.
which will add greatly to tbe taxable
That the llotTlee twin* of sufficient ability
Hall’* Family Fill* arc the best.
of
Eden.
Tbe
owner
of
tbe
town
snd able to labor and provide for your libel*
property
I «nt. grossly and wantonly and cruelly re*
will
the
island
construct
of tbe
larger
fuse* or neglect* to provide suitable (uaiuietS.iiUrt.
nanc- for her.
portion of the bridge, although some!
That there I* no coJ’uslon between your lihelp mav come from the town, as the
to sell some very Attractive Inbellant and the said libellee to obtain a diisland, If connected with the main, will:
vest mem Slock at $ no nr
share
p*r
vorce; that your libellant believes it reasonadd another attraction to Bar Harbor's
ralue 65.00. Dividends in near future. A g-xvd
able and prop* r. conducive to domestic harTbe committee rerommission paid.
many advantage*!.
Address, with reference.
mony and consistent with the peace and mor*
David Pfkiffku, Dealer in Investment seferred tbe matter tp a sub emu mitt e.
shty of society that th» boud* of matrimony
curities. it Wall St.. New York.
between her and her taid husband should be
Dissolved by div roe.
WEDDING HEELS.
Wherefore she pr*ys that such divorce may
he decreed and that the custody of the minor
v'»k/V'*,wv>
V
J
children aforesaid he decreed to her with
BECKWllH BKAVKY.
Horae
Power
cngasolene
7*g
for their support and educatncB
The wedding of MIm Lura M. Beckwith,
gine. Can be seen running in my shop tion provision
by the said libellee as to the Court tuay
laily. Isaac I- Hodukinh, Ellsworth vie.
seem proper.
of Brewer, formerly of Ellsworth, to Dr.
Dated at Uonldaboro, Nov. 17th A D. 1990.
W. O. Beavey, of Brewer, took place at the
HfcNKJMTTA A. CauwtiT.
P.
home of the bride’s uncle, Capt. J
STATE OF MAINE.
STATE OF 51A INK.
Hancock, sa.
Langley, on High street, Ellsworth, last
Nub-crlbed and sworn to before me this 11th
FISHRKIKS AND GAMP.
• INLAND
Wednesday evening.
Committee on Inland Fisheries and day of November A. D. 19u0
The house was prettily decorated with
Bspwsi* K. Taacnr,
Game will give public hearing* in its I
(I- B.)
Notary Public.
oom at the Slate House in Augusta, as foi- I
points, evergreens and potted plants. The
STATE OF MAINE.
ows:
bridal couple stood beneath an arch of
Hancock as. Supreme Judicial Court. JanThursday, Feb. 7. 1901. Petition of W. H.
A. D. 1901.
They were ,awrcnce and five other* of Sorrento, to pm- I uary Term.
evergreen and cut flowers.
I'pon the foregoing libel. Ordered. Thai
libit the sale of trout in the county of Han- I
unsttended.
Tbe ceremony was perthe libelant give notice to the said libelee
rock; also of A. C- Hinckley sud eighteen
formed by Rev.
George Leighton, of ithers of Bluebill, for same; of J A. L»wrle to appear before the Justice of our Hu*
prerne Judicial Court, to be holden a: Ells*f Fast brook; of
commissioners and
Portsmouth, N. H., a college classmate of Ifteen others of county
worth. within and for the County of Hancock,
Hancock county; of W. J
'reamer and sixteen other* of Penobscot: of , »n the second Tuesday of April A. D* 1901, by
the grootu.
i. N. l>4Tity and thirty-two other* of Sedg- ! publishing an attested copy of said libel
The hride’s dress was of Swiss muslin
rick; of <5. G. Long and and twenty one \ su«J this order thereon, three weeks succeslively In the Haworth American a newsithers of East Biuetiili; of Fred E Web»*iid
over white t**ff ta.
She carried a bouquet
ixiy one others of Stouinguio: of Geo M. j paper pitnud in Ellsworth in our County of
I lie wedding march was played
! of rosea.
A’arreu and eighteen other* or Cast las; ol J.T. | Hancock. the l-vst publication to hi thirty
at lr *t prior !.<»
-econd Tuesday
by Mia* May Bonaey. Relatives and a few i- Preenian and fuurteeu others of rrrwuiii; lay*
>f April n?*\t, that hr
there and
*» r. e>.
anti eignt outers or ureal t'omi;
may
intimate friends were present.
>f 8. 8- hcatximon and fourteen others of
>anl suit
J> hx K. Krowiton,
''rank tin; of Henry Whiting tnd one tiundrrd
Dr. and Mrs. Sevey left on the night
(’Jerk «» the .<'ip. Jud. Court.
ourteen others of Ellsworth;
of Lnui* P.
train for their home in Brewer, where a
\ *.ruc
.'ole ami thirty three other* of Uouldshuro;
copy of the Li.»«i, OJktu's Bcturu aud
Ori*>* of Court thrrcoa.
cirdial reception awaited them
from < »f Geo. H. Tapiey ami twenty-four others of
Attest: —J»m* K. Krovlton. Cl«rk.
Irooksville; of J. A. Bowden and thirty three
! Brewer friend*.
>thers of Banc >ck; of A. O. tiros* and thirty*
subacrib«*r n«rcoy gloolioa Uud
lx others of Deer Isle; i*f J. K, Got! and thlr»bc >a* been <lul> appotau-d cxe< utrix
A
y others of Hurry; of Lewi* P. Gray and lorV•min.itI xts by the < .<<\i-rnor.
»f the last will and tasUmcui of David W.
y-seven others of Bro:>ksvilte; of U- H. Alien
Houson. Ime of Trot»i-*r»t, m ihe county of
nd eight others of Hrooklin. all »or same.
Among nomination* by Gov. Hill reb<*nc ck. iiecritwtl. and given, UumU aa the
P. O. Vicgaav, Chairman.
aw directs.
centiy announced are the following:
All prmtiii having demands
Fttt H. Junk*, Secretary.
u»lu«t the r«t»ic i*f aaid deceased are dcN taries Public—Walter Hadlock, Iaiesured to present the same for settlement, and
•TATE Ofl 'I II M
f^rd; Herbert L. Graham, Rdeu; 8. B
di indebted thereto are requested to make
Tburlow, Stonington.
In IlorSK OF R«FXXSKNTATtVXa, l
»avruent immediately.
Lizzie E. Bk*som.
January 8, 1901.
January Ik. 1901
\HDEB8D, That the time for the rwep*
f
»abH!iunr Ucreu)
Sa!f.
give*, uotav* u»*l
L / lion of petitions and hills for private
he h*» been duly appointed executor
nd special legislation he limited to Tburs- !
>f »b<
last will and testament of Martha
lay. January 31. 1901, and that all petitions f..
Young, late of (*ould»boro, in the county of
ud hills ptesented after that date be referred !
deceased, and given bond* as Ihs
o the next legislature, aud that the
Clerk of
aw directs.
All persons haring demands
he House cause this order to be published in
Mtainst the estate of said deceased are deJl the daily and weekly papers priuted in
tired to present the unit for settlement, and
he State.
i»i indebted thereto are
House of Representatives, January 8, 1901,
requested lu make
>arment immediately.
lead and passed, sent
up for concurrence.
January Ik. 1901.
Bgproap E. Taacr.
w. 8. Cottoj*, Clerk.
la Senate, January 9, 1901, Read aud
passed,
subscriber be.-eby gives notice that
n concurrence.
he has been duly appointed vdmlnlsAn old-established and well-known
Kkndall M. Di’nbab. Secretary.
rator of
the
estate of
Oeo. W
business in the very heart of
Gray,
A Ime copy, attest:- W t*. Cotton, Clerk.
ate of Bucksport. in the
county of Hancock,
the retail business in
An exand given bond* a* the lau direct*.
eceaaed.
8TATE OF MAINE.
cellent
for a
and
V*
PfX*?n' h*T*nt demands against tn.,
SUCRE FT* II ERIE'*.
>f said deceased are desired to
present the
energetic man or woman to make
ame tor settlement, and all indebted thereto
regular meetings of the Committee on
money.
ire
Shore Fisheries will be held at the office
requested to make navntent immediately.
1
January a.
J
reasons for
; the Board of Agriculture, at 1 p. m. on
vednesdayi of each week, until further no1
hereby give, hum tttel
A. Thompson,
Address Box 1211,
Ale.
Secretary.
bu hi» htra duly appointed vdmlnialh* eatete ol Aleiandrr Urve,
STATE OF MAINE.
«te or Bluehil). to ite
count; ol Haucocb.
Enaurance Statement.
JUDICIARY.
< eceaeed. arid
given bond, u the Uw direct..
Ul pereone having demand, again.t the eeCommittee on Judiciary will give a
ANNUAL STATEMENT
1
ate
ol
.aid
in
public hearing
its room ’at the Htate
deceased arc deal red to present
1 he aame for
I louse in Augusta, Thursday, Jan. 31,
settlement, and all indebted
1901. at 1
OP TUB
o’clock p. m.. No. 91, on an act to amend sec,u ““k* payment tinf"'W4“'*,ed
1 ned
iou 12 of chapter 95 of the
lately.
revised statutes
Joh* Lova.
elating to shooting aud hunting on the iaJanuary 3, 1901.
New
andsof salt water.
,
eubecrlber here give.
that
MANCHESTER. IV. B.
he has been duly
STATE
appointed admlnlsavrttor of the eaterc ol Devid II
(lr»y. l»t«
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1900.
lAILROADS. TKL8. AND KXPRE8HR8. i
co“"'y»' Hauooik.dewill be hearings at the Railroad 1
d
Real estate,
“ the I»w dlrecta.
$ 156,417 83
Ul persona
Commissiouera* Room in the Htate House
having demands against the eeMortgage loans,
585374 00
Augusta,
Feb.
6.
at
Collateral loans,
upon
2 p. m. An
1901,
*r* dt,lred to present
52,755 00 : ct to
he
establish the Hancock Countv Railwav
seme lor settlement, end
Stocks and bonds,
ell indebted
2,171.9)000
-ompany.
John P. Dbkbihg.
Cash in office and bank,
248 97rf 39
"“t0”1"1 to make payment irnInterest and rents,
Hecretary of Committee on Railroads.
7.8*8 4-5
Hoi-at'. l-aaetss,
Tel*, and Expresses.
Uncollected premiums,
143,68160
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rpiJE

both

He cited numerous excellent reasons
why the subsidy bill should become a

j

Itc0.ii Auttcn.

«UWIP.

wnithwwtfrn

Down

1

been introduced in the House.
duced in

season.

any person who while
kills another, shall be

h

Among bills of general interest intro-

the various municipal ottices merely
men who are available—who can be

with these

"I earnestly reeowwend legislation under
which the government of the Island* may hare
authority to a**t-t In their peaceful industrial
developaseot In the direction* indicated by the
eeoretary of war

been
on

who

lows:

although
words:

House,

to the members of the

party to be content with selecting for

report of will waive
any claim they have in
Secretary Root and a report of the favor of Aroostook. I am confident
on
commission
that
I
shall
have
existing
Philippine
substantially solid delconditions and needs in the islands, egations from those counties, and a
in Penobscot.”
good
support
not long, is receiving mu'h
Congress,

by the State on account of said offices.
This order seemed perfectly satisfactory

with fairer law's
not

elected;

active and
execution In thia

The

account of same, and also an
all expenditures
of

account

probation.

and how it shall be

ho

aggrcH-'ve, that there
•late for nearly thirty year*.
Iu 1837 tlie governor called the attention of
the legislature to il»e fact that there were ten
peraonn under aentenoe of deuth. confined in the
•tate prison, one of whom had iteen there ovtr
twenty yearn, lie auggentod that the pena'iy
bo aboli.-hed. <»r the law ao changed aa to requite
the governor to t*-*ue hie warrant of execution
within a time certain and fixed. In 1889 a law
waa enacted requiring the governor and council
to review the finding of the court In execs of
conviction and aentenoe of death, and commune,
pardou or cause the prisoner to be executed
within a certain length of time after the date of
•be original sentence.
In 1870 and ag*iii in 1874 the governor entered
bin protect agaliiHt the law of I860, declaring hla
belief that it was unconstitutional, ►hire it
inputted juridical functions upon the executive
In 1875 the legislature amended
bepart u« ni
the law of 1830, so that the governor was required to Issue a warrant of execution within
Aftecn months of the date of sentence. In 1876
In
•he death penalty was abolished altogether.
1883 the death penalty for murder alone was reaatabli'hed. in 885 the governor, referring to
•lie death penalty, remarked that there had been
an unusual nuniiwr of cold blooded murders
Within tho State during the two years last past,
and that the change in the law relating to murder had not afforded tbe protection anticipated,
fa 1887 the death penalty was again abolished.

an

itemized

bnt also who shall manage them.
Here is
All this is as it should be.

Senator

no

furnish

duced in

passage.
When Maine became a State in 18:10, the crimes
•f treason, murder, arson, rape, burglary aud
robbery from the person by violence, were punishable with death by hanging. In 1829 the
penalty for burglary, rape ami robbery was
reduced to Imprisonment for life. In 1837 the
law was further modified so that oue convicted
of murder ai d sentenced to be hanged should
he confined In the State prison a year ami a day,
before execution, aud uutil a full record of the
proceedings had been submitted to the executive,
and until wueh time as the executive should
laaue hi* warrant ordering the execution.
In 1844 the law was further modified, requiring that all persons under sentence of death
should suffer so itary confinement and bard
labor in tiie State prison until such sentence
It will be seen that by
was carried into ffwct.
the law of 18J7, fche execution of I he death
penalty was. In a measure, left to the discretion
of the. executive, since mere was no limit of
time withiu which he was, by law, ooni|»eded to
issue his warrant of execuiiou. The responsl

wa-

The sensation in the House last Wednesday was an order introduced by Plummer
of Portland, that all State officers appointed by the governor or elected by the legislature whose salary is $500 or over, exclusive of fees or charged and uncalled, in
their respective offices for the past year,

sider tbe order

How thia
year.
not inconsiderable sum shall be raised
with the least burden to tax-payers,

reprint

county member of the commit-

giving way to a lively interest, not
only in how they shall be managed,

$50,000 or $60,000

la the tie th penalty to be restored in Maine?
A bill to this effect has been Introduced in the
legislature a* the result of the recent series of
murder* in the southwestern part of the State,
and is certain to revive all the old arguments
which were made so familiar In the agitation
which resulted in the abolishment of the death
penalty in 188". The movement, tills winter,
has strong support, and H Is an undeniable fact
that public a ntiment has been much arou»ed
by the particularly deliberate and brutal mur
hers whose details have bo shocked newspaper
reader* of late.
Maine i.« now one of live states which refuse
to put their murderers to death
The others arc
Rhode Island, Colorado, Michigan and Wisconsin. Iowa recently
restored
the death
penalty after having abolished It In 1S72. In
Kansas there is a strong movement on foot to
extend the death penalty so that it may cover
the original crime alleged against the negro who
was burned at the stake in Leavenworth last
week. On the other hand, It is pointed out that
hills a bolts lit it g the death penalty were Introduced last week in the legislature of Massachusetts ami New Hampshire, though it Is held
that in neither stale do they have any chance of

mentagalnot the death penalty

Hancock

tee.

COUNTY

It provide* that
bunting carelessly
punished by lmprison ment for not more than ten years
Another
or a flue of not more than f1,000.
clause compels county attorneys and
sheriff* to prosecute all such accidental
Mattie hunting

STATIC STOLONS.

suntla) Investment of private capital in in"
ternal improvements la possible

fourth ^American

a; hr d

Jfor

Millinery Business

Kancopk.

FOR SALE.

I'llIE

millinery

Hanger.
capable

opportunity

Satisfactory

1MIE

selling.

1W1._Hm»

rHBMhacrtb«r

tcg-_Fbanx

Bangor,

rHF.

Hampshire Fire Insurance Co., ;

OjTmaINE

VotTcc

rHE

lhe
b?n,,•

rHERE

hlT
de<:eMTd
IJSS*?.?**

j

-No^ger

___

Admitted assets,

$3367,026 27

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1900.
$ 180.788 04

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
A11 other liabUities,

1,177.1*2 78
5302 42

Total,
Cash capital,
Surplus, over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and
C.

C.

surplus,

Bl KRILL

Si

$1,383,771

1

rHE
—

.-■■■■■

24

$3367,036 27

■

-—-

STATE OP MAINB.

,000.000 00
1.008 255 03

SON, Agents,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

,

HTATE OF MAINE.
INTERIOR WATERS.
Committee on Interior Waters will
give a public hearing in It* room at the
iate House in Augusta,
Thursday. Feb. 7. On
n act to incorporate the Pistol
Biream Dam
ompany.

£o Iff.
firat flooTarHT'ba,? metj~
a^TOBE-Roomaatonic block on stale street, until

by the

kgtnt?tnDsanm'buU^nir

IWAl AFFAIRS.
Committee
Legal
rHE nubile
hearing in it*

Affairs will give
the Siate
Thursday, Feb 7, 1901 at 2
On an act to amend
of the
chapUr
91,
Urvised Statutes relating to liens
on wharves,

jo

Augusta.

room at

iVunty

Jot Salt.

on

a
luase
». m.

Hancock

BICim^d*i
E7Ve'»ae. brand
greafh^?.1' V V •** Will

new

1

^reat

“

bargain.

Inquire

at fun

whee?.

be sold at
A nattier*

1

!/*>•» Of the "Fannie Karl.”
/
Capt. Eugene P. Stanley, of Friendship,
• nd bt» mate W. F. Hanna, of South*.-*t
Harbor, of the lost schooner "Fannie

Kljl-HYl OitTH

next day they encountered a
gale, snd
the ve**«; was blown mites off her course
The satis, one after another, were blown
away, and under bare poles the schooner
waa

at the

mercy of the

Capt. Sianiey

and

Hanna

com-

prise 1 the crew, and they took turns on
the lookout. The craft was well equip-

ped
the

with

provisions, hut In
supply of drinking water

few

days

would

have

a

become exhausted. She was in the course
of ocean steamers, although had she
drifted twenty miles farther It is more
than probable that the "Fannie Ear'”
and her crew would never have been
beard of.
The signal of distress was finally sighted

by tbo steamship "Chesapeake”, of
Anglo-American oil company, bound
England. The men
The "Fannie Earl”
when

taken

were

came, and
Stanley and

rescue

the
for

board.

on

leaking rapidly

was

was

scuttled.

Mate Hanna were
Captain
treated most generously by the steamship
company.
('apt. Stanley says he was unable to get
satisfaction from the American consul,
and the Anglo-American oil company, In
addition to giving him free passage both
ways, advanced money for bis passage
borne from Philadelphia.
From December 8 to Dec. 28 no word of
the "Fannie Karl” was received at home,
and she was given up for lost by the
and by Capt. Stanley’s young wife
Friendship.
Capt. Ht an ley has already been offered

owners

at

vm1

ui

cumiDHiiu

probably

will

buy

Hfvt'rdi

veaaeis,

uui

small coaster.

a

Bad for Frozen Herring.
from 8t. John, N. F., say
the fr« sen herring fishery In Placentia
bay will be a practical failure. The prospect* of loading the American fishing
fleet have been destroyed hy the soft

Deep*tche*

weather and hy a succession of
rain
storm*.
Very few Gloucester venae!* have been
able to secure cargoes, and these only hy
paying large flan re*. At the present time
herring bring f 1 a barrel—four time* the
usual price.
American ship owners will

lo*e heavily.

™

EVENT
To be remembered and

commemorated.
To remember that the present
Is the beginning of * new
century, and to be commemorated by buying some article
fact for
as a souvenir of the
What
friend.
a
relative or
more
would be
appropriate
than a

mark the time of the
century; a pretty

as

coming

Diamond Mint;
or

other

some

J weiry.

A

Some

well.

pretty

piece of

birch in being
Imuied to the steam mill. It is expected
that sawing will commence next week.

for

years?

respectful to that merchant about two weeks ago, and youacted
so
overbearing this morning. What
caused the change!” “Two weeks ago I

fine China, a jewel-case, a bonlw»> d sh, a fern dish, a puff box
with mlrr<-r. a smoker set (for
gentlemen) In
or

and
to

toilet set, manicure set or one
of « great many articles that have
value and would serve as a me
nit'it to of tin* dav to l»e handed
down to future generations.
a

now

respectful

get credit,

be respectful in order

he has to

Reporter—I
ject

Day.

in order to

get the money.”
have been

assigned

to inter-

a

understand. “What
book has been to you the greatest stimulus
to mental activity?” “Au empty pocketbook.”
Author—I

them.

_

AV.

CREELY,

Hood's Pills

cure

nitrate

3V

Biliousness, In-

Ills,
Easy to take, easy

Liver

digestion, Headache.

Ellsworth.

No. 5 Main St ret't.

tel! you, nobody but a mother
knows bow a mother feels when she
looks at her child and fears that he
not be spared to her.
my
The hours of her life are dark and
heavy when she does that.
itut that is what Mrs. Frank T. Washburn, of Kennebunk, Maine, did more
than once, when bunches had formed
on her little boy’s neck.
She knew they were
scrofulous
bunches, and she knew scrofula is progressive and one of the most destructive of diseases.
She was alarmed, and told her sister
about her fears for the little fellow, and
her sister comforted her by telling her
that many wonderful cures of scrofula
had been wrought by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and that she should give this
medicine to the boy.
it is difficult to conceive how her
sister could have thrown more sunshine
into her life at this time, and it is
certain that better advice could not
have been given.
For, mark you! this is what Mrs.
Washburn said, on the 17th of October, 1900:
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured my boy.
The bunches gradually softened and
disappeared. He has been real well
ever since and now, at three years of
age, is a nigged, healthy child.
I am
grateful for what Hood’s Sarsaparilla
did for him.’’
This is a simple statement of one of
the thousands of radical and permanent
cures of scrofula effected by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla—which is the medicine of
all medicines for this disease and all
its manifestations,—bunches, abscesses,
eniptions, inflamed eyelids, sore ears,
rickets, wasting and "general debility,
as well as for dyspepsia,
catarrh, kidney complaint and rheumatism.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is obtainable of
all dniggists. Don’t accept any substitute for it, nor any preparation represented as being equally good.
No
substitute, no other preparation, acts
like it. Insist on having Hood’s.

f

nev»r

the

my

“No,” I replied in astonishment.

Joseph Stackpole,

who

has

been

to

—4dc*-

W.R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

in

two

rified maid.

everywhere I

weeks.” he said to the ter"I can see traces of dust
look with the aid of thui

What Qhall Wo Uauo fnr Doceort 0

glass.”
I was about to marvel at his miraculous deduction when the maid spoke:
“I could tell that without a magnify“Look at your
ing glass,” she said.
trousers.’
Holmes and I did so simultaneously.
The maid was right. The fronts of both
legs were covered with dust where
Holmes had come in contact with the
carpet. He glanced ruefully at his pants.
“You are a remarkable girl,” he said to j
the maid. “Your powers of observation ;
Still it matters little.
excellent.
fire
What is it Longfellow says—‘Dust thou
lie is so exart. to dust returueth?’
pressive, Watson. I should recommend
fou to study him.”
“I will.” said I. “But about the rooms?
Will they suit, do you think?”
"Excellently for me,” said Holmes;
"but I was thinking of you. Will they
larmonlxe with your Indian tastes?”
"This is too much. Holmes!” I cried.
“How do you knew that 1 have been in
India?”
"It’s simplicity itself,” he replied, with
"You tried to work off a rupee
ft laugh.
Bean the guard in the underground.
sides, in the inner sole of your right shoe
there is a reddish clay which is peculiar
I have made a study of mud,
to India.
and I know.”
both
times,” I managed to
"Right
stammer; “in fact, when you explain
four deductions they seem absurdly simple. I can’t understand it. You see so
much.”
“Not more than other people, I fancy,”
“You see as much, but
said Holmes.
For instance, how
fou do not observe.
many buttons are there on your coat?”
“I haven’t the slightest notion.”
“Ah. there it is, as I told you. Well,
there are seven.”
“For heaven’s sake, Holmes, how do
fon know?”
“I just counted them. It is simplicity
Itself. But about the rooms, as you suggested—shall we take them?”
And so it
“By all means,” said I.
:ame to pass that Holmes and I took up
jur quarters in Baker street, the scene of
to many memorable occurrences.

the family every
it to-day. Try Jell-O,
8 delicious and healthful
dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boiling! no
This

day.

question

Let

But put
advantage of

MONEY,

your list and take
mark-down sale. We

us on
our

up our sleeve for
few of our

have lots of

bargains

this week.

Bead

a

Specialties for this week.
/-ill I

1

\

_i.i.i..

Hnaimxx «nit<

iiliiintv made.

but with service in every line;

trimmings iiiul careful finish,

good CO 07
*p*Ja*J /

The Banner Suits. We’ve made a
record with this line of suits; lines
that are worth $10, $11, $12,

O AA

Men’s very fine black kersey all-wool
overcoats, finely tailored, per feet lit,

p AA
O.W

3/C

Men’s Jersey shirts, 50c grade,

Special Saturday

Sale.

Our entire line of regular 50c neckwear
for Saturday, Feb. 2,

Q7a

Remember this line will only be offered
at this price forSaturday and includes
our entire line.

!I
Wc have

up-to-date clothing

1 \Ve only
J advertise

what

we

for

up-to-date

pations.

have.

S

I have just discovered among Holmes'
private papers an unmailed note to me
rorbidding the publication of "The Adrenture of Six Bad Eggs” till after the
leath of John Forrester Roylett of Stoke-

David

v.

church

tonal church.

Kerr,

Sunday

of

ser-

Sermon

Baptiat

the

in

services

evening

her

Protestant
omitted.
»r

will

churches

BAR

be

chape! at 11.45.

I

Rev. A. II. Coar, pastor.

3, meeting

of

Woman’s alliance in the vestry.

P.

P

C. E.

KLIN WORTH

at

school

FALLS.

add

boiling

water and set

Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.

to cool.

StbcTtisonnus.

ADollaraYear

METHODIST

OUT-OF-TOWN

SERVICES.

Salley will
preach at the schoolhouse Sunday at 10 30

1

Iik Connection

a. m.

2 30 p.m.

Societies.
meeting of the Mt. Desert
Island local union of Christian Endeavor
societies and Epworth leagues will be
held at the Met bodist church, Bar Harbor,
Sal ordav, Feb 2.

arrDnl of steamer from Boston for Dark Har*
lan, Little Deer Isle, fSouth Brooksville, SargentvlMt, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Brookiln, South
Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth.
Returning, will leave Surry at 7 o’clock (stage
from Ellswort h at a 00 in), every Monday and
Thursday, making above landings and connecting at Rocklund with steamer for Bosiou.

To Cure » Cold In One I>hj'
Laxative Bromo Qutnlne Tablets. All
druggi-ts refund the nionev If it falls to cure.
K. VV. Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.

r Land Saturday going East and Monday retnrnlng
Tills company will not hold Itself responsible
for delay* arising from accidents or other unavoidable causes.
O. A. CROt KETT,
Manager. Rockland. Me.
Passengers wishing to take the t>oat will leave
worn at Moon's stable, Ellsworth.

The fifteenth

Flag Landings.

Take

“Why do you call her a new woman?**
“Well. I wouldn’t dare call her an old
me.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.

HO UN.
BROTT—At Bluehill, Jan 21, to Mr and
Calvin O Abbott, a son.
DAW KS—At Long Island. Jan 28, to Mr
Mrs David Dawes, a daughter.
GORDON—At Franklin, Jan 6, to Mr and
Hamlin Gordon, a son
GRKENLAW At Deer Isle, Jan 22, to Mr
Mrs Edward E Greenlaw, a son.
KEEZER —At Mariaville, Jan 25, to Mr
Mrs David Keezer, a son.
LEACH At Bluehill, Jan 19, to Mr and
Eugene C Leach, a son.
LUNT—At Long Island, Jan 16, to Mr and
Alphonso L I.unt, a daughter.
A

—

Mrs
and

Steamship Company.

and

WINTER RATES.

and
Mrs
Mrs

MAUUIKD.

GREAT

BOWDEN—NORRIS—At Orland, Jan 26. by
Rev A B Carter, Miss Daisy I Bowden, of
Orland, to Burke S Norris, of Bucksport.
GUl’Ti LL— PERRY—At Ellsworth. Jan 29, by
Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Verna Gupttll, of
Gouldsboro, to Forrest Perry, of Mt. Desert.
STINSON—CONARY-At Deer Isle, Jan 22, by
S l> Stinson, esq, Mrs Daisy E Stinson to
William W Conary, both of Deer Isle.
WALTON-CARTKR-At Franklin, Jan 7. by
Rev W If Powlesland, Miss Grace K Walton,
of Franklin, to Judson T Carter, of Surry.
DIKD.
BRAY—At Deer Isle, Jan 26, Russell E Bray,
aged 3 years, 14 days.
BRAWN—At Bluchlll, Jan 27, Charles Brawn,
aged 28 years.
BLAISDKLL—At Ellsworth. Jan 24, Mary
Blaisdell, aged 5 month-, 27 days.
CA M PBELL—At Salisbury Cove, Jan 28, James
Campbell, aged 62 years.
FRANKLIN —At Lakewood, Jan 26, Mrs Miriam Frankliu, aged 93 years.
FRAZIER—At F.ll-worth, Jan 28, Mrs Alma
Frazier, aged 66 years.
GOTT—At Stnuington, -Ian 24, Mrs Elizabeth R
Gott, aged 84 years, 18 days. £=l
HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor, Jan 27, Mrs Hannah
HU gins, aged 83 years, 9 months, 8 days.
KKKZKR— At Marlavll e, Jan 28, Mrs David
Keezer, aged 39 years, 2 mouths. 24 days.
LEACH—At BluehUI, Jan 22, Andrew W Leach,
aged 35 years, 21 day s
LITTLKFIKLD—At Penobscot, Jan 29, Mrs
Maria J Liitielieid, aged 71 years, 4 months, 1

public

for the next

The

1

$l2.°o
and that makes it cost vou
A DOllAR A YEAR.

Our

An Immense

just

•

Can you sianu it.'
Catalogue is yours for the eiklc.j.
j

SOllTNWORTil BROS..
POnTV.Y”, "f.

100 MIDDIE ST.

Bar

Harbor

IN
to

FARES.

Boston.

of fare for through tickets :
Between
From To
Bar Harbor & Boston
reduced $4 00 $3 00
Seal Harbor A Boston
3 85
2 90
Northeast Harbor A Boston
3 80 2 80
Southwest Harbor A Boston
3 75 2 75
3 00 2 25
^tonington A Boston
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons each will be reiluceu from $2 0C and $1 60
to $1 5 > and $1 00 each.
Commencing Monday, Nov. 20, 1900, steamer
"Catherine” will leave Bar Haroor at 7 a n\ on
Mondays and Thurdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Bosrates

ton.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5 p m.
From Rockland via way landings Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) MX) a m.
E. S. J. Moksk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen'l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gcn’l Mgr.. Boston.
The beat
Is at

place

J. T.

Crippen’s Music Store,

to

where you

can

Piano to a
As fine

a

buy your Holiday presents

get

anything from

a

Jewsharp.

Hoe of

Organs
as can be shown anywhere. A large assortment of Violins and Cases from a
leather to a wooden case, Gult rs, Mando

pressed

Banjos, Accordions, Autoharps. Harmonicas, Columbia and Edison Phonographs and Records, Music Rolls, Music
stands. Sheet M uslc, etc. We have goods
11ns,

too numerous

them.

to mention.
assortment

The best

Come and
of

see

Sewing Machines
lie found in Maine, Including the Crippen
machine, which I have manufactured for
myself and warrant it ten years. Come and
see them
Remember the place—next door
to Post office.

J.

all kinds of

T.

CRIPPEN.

EDWIN M. MOORE.

7,

dealer In all kinds of

+

Freak, salt. Smoked and Dry

Everything is new.
My assortment is the largest and
most complete in the city.

last
A D07EN YEARS

REDUCTION

H.t.OO

to

FURNITURE.

easily

AND BANCOR

BOSTON

Mrs

REDUCTIONS

It will

Bangor

>mh1

BLUEH1LL LINK.
Steamer “Juliette” wilt leave Rockland Satur-

Mt. Desert C. K. him! K. L.

on

is the best Numbering Machine in the
world and the office boy can’t get poor
work out of it. The actual price is

I'ostun

day, Nov 24, and thereafter through the winter
Benson, every Wednesday and Saturday upon

_

SWEEPING

BATES

with

Steamship Co.

Trenton—Preaching by Rev. J. P.
Simonton, of the Methodist church, at

thirty days

TnE

4 50
4 55
5 04
f6 24

Recflaufl, Blitiili * E lsworlh steamm Co.

Ot

Can You Afford to Pay a Dollar a Year
to Have this Machine in Your Office?

M.

12 40

M. A. M
6 00
9 80
6 05
9 85
6 12 9 42
tfi HI tlO 04!
f« 41 HO n
6 49*110 21
t« 59 HO 31

Dollardtown—Rev. G. II.

I will offer to the

«*

|.

M.

9 00

EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 00, Epworth league
prayer meeting.
Sunday, Feb. 3—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by I lie pastor.
Sunday
school at 11.45. Junior league at 3 p. in.

ilSbcrttscnirnta.

St
of

A.

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland* Boston and St. John.
TicketB for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offich*

BAPTIST.

PATTERSON—At Verona, Jan 19, William H
Patterson, aged 37 years, 11 months, 7 days.
QUINN—At Eagle Island, Dec 27, Mrs Louisa C
Quinn, aged 73 years.
STRATTON—At Hancock, Jan 27, Stephen
Stratton, aged 84 years, 9 mouths. 10 days.

2135

42
02
09
15

Rev. George II. Salley, pastor.
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
Friday evening at 7 30, prayer meeting. before
entering the train, and especially KileSunday, Feb. 3—Preaching service at i worm to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
2.00 p. m. Sunday school at 3 p. in.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vice-Pres, and Gen*l Manager*
v. a. c.
ruewaay, v.au p. m.,
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

day.

(STYIE E)

60
58
ftS
17
27

HARBOR.j

Rev. G. II. Hefjton, pastor.
Friday evening, 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Feb. 3—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening
Herviceat 7.30.
FREE

9 HO

Lake House.!
j® 81
Green Lake.i
5 41
Nlcolln .;
f5 61
Ellsworth Falls.I 7 1 * 1( 46 6 06
ELLS WORTH
| 7 18i 10 52 6 10
7 30 tlO 68 t® 20
Wash'gton Jc.
Franklin Road. |7 9 11 0
8 29
Hancock .! f7 4»! 11 17 f8 89
7 63 11 22 8 43
Waukeag, 9. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.; 8 00; 11 30 6 60
Sullivan.! 8 20:.
Sorrento... .i 8 Mi.
BAR
9 30 12 30 7 35

Ali welcome.

CONG’L,

M.j

11 (X

Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction...!
Holden.!

Y. P. B.

pastor’s bibie class at 12.
meeting at 6.

UNION

5 14

4 9
5 31 9
6 .J7! 10
5 51 1\>
6 ol flO
f8 II
6 20 tlO
6 43 11
6 M II
6 65 11

7 Oo.

BANGOR...I

the

and

* 25!......
4 55 9 10
5 02
9 17
5ft'i 9 0

P

Rev David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Theory and practise music class, with
music cultivation free to ail, taught by

Sunday

00..

m. a. a. a. M.
35
1 30
3 SO
9 05
5 K: 7 25

|A.

by pastor.

25!.

5

Boston.
Portland.

pastor at close of prayer meeting.
Sunday, Feb. 3—Morning service

M.

tf.jP.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

BAPTI8T.

Sermou

Hancock
.j 11 20
Franklin Road. 11 3 V
W'ash’gtonJc .! il 46
ELLSWORTH
| 11 53
Ellsworth Falla. fll 68
Nlcolln
If 12 2
Green Lake.
.it 12 22
Lake House.. j
Holncn
ri2 88
Brewer June.
12 58
Bangor, Ex. St...! 1 06
1 10
BANGOR, M.C.
Portland.!
Boston..

Friday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. S. D. Wiggin—
Subject: “Greek Civilization.”
Sunday, Feb. 3—Morning service at
10 30.
Sunday schoo> at 11.45.

10 30.

4

...

UNITARIAN.

afternoon at

3

Sullivan.j.’
511 Desert Ferry.j 1* 15
Waukeag, 8. Fy. 11 22

Meeting for prayer and bibie study
Friday evening at 7 30.
Sunday, Feb. 3 —Morning service at
10 30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday

Thursday

t.

M

|A

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.

school in the

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR rfARBOR
10 25
Sorrento. ..j..

CONGREGATIONAL.

arises in

baking! simply

kloriarty.—Brooklyn Eagle.
Ob the Safe Side.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

*>y R

us answer

1

DON’T WASTE YOUR

Sunday,
at Congri gm

vice

con-

course,” he said. “I always do. I fined to the the house for a few weeks, is
able to ride out.
believe in details. The number of steps
Misses Ruth Wilbur and Helen Salisin a flight may be a little matter in itself,
but stairs, small as they are, invariably bury, of Lskewood, spent a few days last
week with Mrs. Grace Barron.
lead to higher things.”
Jan. 28.
B.
I»y this time we were in the rooms.
were
and
comfortable.
indeed cozy
They
LAKEWOOD.
The golden shafts of the late winter ;
Bun streaming through the west windows
Edwin Franklin, formerly of this place,
mellowed the already half ripe furniture, j
I could see by the way Holmes shot his is seriously ill at his home in Biddeford.
eyes about that he was a reckless man,
Percy Garland, who has been away to
but I allowed no comment to escape my ;
Muscongus island two years, came home
lips. Holmes’ actions surprised me too Wednesday.
much for that. Whipping out a magnifyMrs. Mariam Franklin died Saturday
ing lens, he stretched himself out full
length on the floor. In an instant be was morning, on her ninety-third birthday.
She leaves three sons and two daughters
up.
Mrs. Mahaly Campbell, of Vermont,
“Did you see it, Watson?” he yelled.
Vlrs. Hannah Hastings,
of Ellsworth,
“Did you see it?”
Laban L. and B. F. Franklin, of Lake“What?” I cried.
wood, and Ed win, of Biddeford.
The room has not been
“The dust.
Jan. 28.
F.
“Of

swent

Ratlroabfi anb &teambosu

vorws.

UNION SERVICE.
Feb 3, 7 33 p. m—Union

last week.

“Did

you?”

—

number of noted men on the subof books which have most influenced

view

The subscriber lias s good display of the artistes enumerated above and Invites Inspection.

so

were

had to be

WAVE CREST WARE,

A.

A Sister’s Advice.
I

^___——_____

the last fifteen

piece of

Fast

|

£

{

“You

same as on

1 will

Doyio’e

t!ri{< u

<

first day 1 came
ftiryt
In contact with Flintlock Holme*. The
meeting made a great impression on me.
I can feel it yet. We were going in op poThu freight shed at tho depot of the M
lite directions and collided at the corner
C. R. R nts'ion, which collapsed i»st
aprlng, )im<« been raised and thoroughly of Fleet street and Flodeudodcn lane.
Holmes apologized profusely.
/
repaired.
“Are you looking for trouble?*’ said he.
One of our young men had quite an
“No." 1 replied, rubbing my injured
interesting experience on Wednesday ! k*g. “I am looking for rooms.”
even ng of last week.
lie hoarded the 9 58 !
“Good!” said he. “So am I. My name
train at E Isworth to ride home, but u«*
Is Flintlock flolmcs. Let** go together;
sooner was be comfortably seated than he
It’s safer that way. The sidewalks aro
fell asleep and w*s next awakened by tin
ilippery.”
Willie
conductor’* eslt: “Green Lake’’.
1 could not but note my new companscrambled off t be car and walked home, a
ion's unusual appearance. His hawklike
iu
distance of t weive miles, arriving just
time to build the morning fire.
eyes, his high forehead, his prominent
V
check bones—all impressed rne as being
The Mautbano club met on Tuesday
those of a man.
Later events proved
evening with Kev. G. H. Hefflon, at the that I was not mistaken. Holmes kept
The programme his scat in the
home of Mrs. Haney.
underground and let a
was as follows;
Quotations from Tetiny
woman stand.
On the way, I recollect,
son; secretary’s report: reading, “The
he told me about the Baker street rooms,
Leper’s Bride", Mine Laffln; readtng
how cozy they were and how cheap.
“The Higher Pantheism", Miss Davis;
When we got to the house he had menessay, “The Q latities of Living Poem*”,
tioned. Holmes, without warning, gave
Clara
Mrs. M. M. Moore; review, “Lady
Vere do Vere ”, Mrs. Lord; reading, “The me a kick which propelled my body to
Flower", Mrs. Lake; discussion and the top of the steps.
business.
“Sorry to knock you up. Watson,” he
remarked affably, “but these fits of enWants to Dump .'sawdust in River.
I enrrgy will come over me at times.
Hon.Hitmuel N. Campbell, of Cherry- deavor to stop them, but can’t.”
Ills calling me by name stifled what- ;
field, is in Washington to seek some
remedy for the owners of mills on small ever surprise I may have felt at his peculiar
manner.
tributaries to tho uavigable rivers in
“How on earth did you come to know
Washington county, who want the privl
my name?” I asked in astonishment.
lege of allowing their short sawdust to bt
“It’s simplicity itself,” he said laughdumped into the water.
ingly. “I saw the name Watson on your
In years gone by the army engineers
shoe straps when you stooped to turn up
have complained a great deal because the
your trousers.”
“True,” said I, “the name is there, but
rivers in some sections have tilled up
how could you tell it was not the name of
with sawdust from the mills, and tbu*
the
maker?”
the government
the work has spoiled
“Easily,” said he. “It is a hobby of
mine to be exact. I therefore carry in
(gable channels. This led to the enact* my mind the name of every shoe dealer.
merit of federal legislation.
butcher, baker and so forth in London.
Mr. Campbell has seen Senator Hale
There is no shoe dealer named Watson.
and oth ra of toe
Maine
delegation The shoes are new. Hence you did not
MOUTH OF THE HI VEIL
buy them elsewhere. Eliminate the im- j
about the difficulty, and Senator Hale
and that which remains must be
possible
some
will
seek
to
have
probably
Leonard Hodgkins has arrived home.
You wrote the name on the
the truth.
amendment put on the river and harshoes yourself, fearful lest you might
There was a sing at Mrs. George Alley’s
ia
bor bill,
which
now
before th*1
leave them somewhere without marks of
Friday evening.
Senate committee on commerce, by which
There is no
identification upon them.
Miss Estella Ray has gone to Northeast
the secretary of war, in his discretion,
mystery about it."
Harbor to work.
**Holmes.” I said, “you're a wonder.”
may allow those mills to dump t heir short
“You have guessed my occupation," he
It is thought
sawdust Into the water.
A party from this p'ace will hold a
remarked good humorediy. “I am n spe- concert and dance at Rural hall
that such a provision, white it would reFriday
cialist in other people’s business. When evening.
lievo the mill owners to a large extent,
the police fail, people resort to me. When
would work no Injury to t he government.
Tolman
of
Barbour,
Hampden, was the
I fail, it is all up.
Did you ring the doorruest of his parents, James Barbour and
bell. Watson?’
Grip Caused Suicide.
wife,
recontly.
“Xo.“
Isaiah Y. Jones, a
prominent and
“I thought as much. I deduced it.”
Miss Lola March has arrived home
wealthly citizen of Wilton, committed
“Ilow?" I marveled.
from East Dedham, where she has been
Mr. Jones
suicide by hanging Sunday.
“No one has come to the door.” he said. Caching school.
Jan. 28.
“It is simplicity itself.”
had been 111 with the grip and his mind
_______Victor.
Holmes stepped forward and gave the i
He was fifty years old.
was affected.
WEST
ELLSWORTH.
In
few
bell handle a vigorous pull.
a
j
minutes a maid ushered us into the entry.
Snco Centenarian Dead.
Ernest Smith has gone to Lamoine to
“We have come to look at the rooms,”
Mrs. Sarah Gorhain, the oldest person
Holmes said, and we ascended the atairs. work.
in York county, died at Saco Saturday,
“Did you count the number of steps on
Flossie Smith came home from the Falls
aged 103 years.
the
Watson?”
friend asked.

your wife’s knowledge of
parliamentary law.” “She? Great CaM-u?
Hasn't she been speaker of tbe house for

SILVER WARE

Prices the

of

amount

an

account

might

Brooch,

or

*

rela-

way up.

CLOCK
might do
prefer a

friends and
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brick furnace Iirs been put in the
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If you can’t pay for a thing—don’t buy
it. It you can’t get paid for it—don’t sell
it. So you will have calm days, drowsy
nights, all the good business you have
now, and none of the bad.
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Schools in district No. 9 will close Friday.
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registered was forty-three? Those not
absent during the term were Madge
Hinckley, Marvel Pillsbury, Margaret
HlnckUy, Lena Maddox, Lena Hanty,
MB. H ABBT M. STEVENS, MIDLAND BEACH, L. I.
Mary Cogg ns, Mattie Mello, La March la
Curtis, Sara Murphy, Margie Mortelle,
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Mr.Harry
Henry Dodge. Everett ( base, Hollis Stover, L.
I., New York, proprietor of “ The j the change you have made in our little
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Rich, warm, healthy blood la given by Hood's
•ereapartlla, and thus it protects tbe system
from colds, fevers, pneut omU and other dtoeases that quickly overcome a weak and deblllteted system.
The favorite cathartic La Hood's Pills.
Aditt.

H9r

25c.—

It Girdles the Globe.
The fame of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, as
j be beat in the world, extends round the
arth. It’s the one perfect healer of cuts,
( orns, burns, bruises, sores, scalds, boils,

leers, felons, aches, pains and all skin
< ruptions.
Only infallible pile cure. 25c a
•ox at Wiggin & Moore’s drug store.

threatened by pneumonia or any
( ther lung trfouble, prompt relief is neces6 ary, as it is dangerous to delay. We would
uggest that One Minute Cough Cure be
t aken as soofc as indications of having
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t aken cold ane noticed. It
a nd its early? use prevents
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All druggists sell Bailey's Imperial
Drops; 50c. per bottle.
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The old idea that the body sometimes
needs a powerful, drastic, purgative
has been exlpoded; for Dr. King’s New
Life Pills, which are perfectly harmless,
gently stimulate liver and bowel* to expel
poisonous matter, cleanse the system and
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Capt. George N. Spurling died Jau. 16,
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saferuna Is the only absolute
guard known. A cold Is the beginning of catarrh. To prevent
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George Carter’s and down the abort j veek.
H. D. Gordon is making preparations to i
011 tbe run. Leach, seeing tbe danger,
nd to avoid a collision, turned to tbe j frow flowers aud early vegetables on a
Jerome T. Tapiey, jr., will leave for !
igbt, but his sled slewed to the left, ! uore extensive scale.
Princeton, Mass., next Friday, where be
•locking tbe track. Gray’s horse struck
The Knights of Pythias gave a very j
has work for the se&sou.
each’s sled and landed in tbe bay-rack, i Peasant entertainment and
public instal>
Schooner “Mopang”, Capt. Frank Permashing it to pieces. Leach’s borse was at ion of officers Tuesday night.
kins, from Portland, is at Tapiey’s wharf
hrown, and for a abort time men, horses,
.Saturday evening M. H. Havey fell on
discharging freight for local merchants.
•ay-rack and sleds seemed to be In inbe ice, fracturing four ribs.
Mr. Havey
Oapt. Perkins reports hard weather on xtricable contusion. Tbe meu went to
lid not call for assistance, but crawled
the coast.
pork with a will, and soon bad Gray’s
Mr. Havey
iome, a quarter of a mile.
Jan. 28.
Tomson.
torse free from tbe bay rack and Leach’s
las received moie bard knocks than fall
his
When
torse
on
feet.
tbe
wreck
was
Bartlett's Islauu.
o the lot of most men.
1 eared, there stood two bewildered men
Capt. Dix is at home for a short time.
Jau.
28._G.
with
astonishment
tbe
fearful
azing
upon
Rev. J. R. Norwood, supervisor of
ffe»t Hancock.
uin they bad wrought.
Leach’s
horse
schools, visited the school last week.
The school will give a box supper
iad tbe bind shoes torn off, and Gray’s
The teams aro all very busy improving
! Saturday evening.
torse had one of bis hind legs badly cut,
the snow, getting oat their firewood,
vhicb will disable him for a few days,
Miss Idylene Sbute, who has been away !
Much of which has laid in the woods
rbe men were not seriously injured.
caching school, is at home.
last
since
winter.
Mrs. Melvin Milliken,. who is visiting!
B.
Jan. 25.
INSTALLATIONS.
} datives here, has been quite ill, but is
■aneoek.
Tbe officers of tbe East Bluebill lodge, j
mproving.
The old fo'ka’ ball announced to be held
L O. U. W., and Acadia lodge, Degree of
Miss Abbie Linscott, who has been
at town hail Tuesday evening of this week, j
were
installed
last
eveuIonor,
Tuesday
’{siting her sister at Detroit, returned
has been postponed to Thursday evening, j og. Tbe officers of tbe A. O. U. W. were
Music by Dirigo orchestra, of j
iome this week.
Jao. 31.
nstalled by Deputy G. M. W. J. F.
Biisworth.
Jan. 26.
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for
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of Weal Brooklln, la

Capt. W. H. Freethy
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range store.
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worth

closed Friday for

Roswell Carter,
prtouaiy ill.

tarrh out of Its victims. Peruna
colds and croup,
winter t- rm, the attendance was not so used it for
and have found taking your medicine a month, not quite not only cures catarrh, but preyears
Lena ;
(pod. Those not absent were:
It to be a most excellent family one bottle full, and she is as well and vents it. Every household should
Maddox, Leua Haney, Margaret Haney, j
strong as she has ever been in her life. be supplied with this great reinHenry Dodge, Guy Haney, Hollis Stover, remedy. For colds, catarrh and Has not had the croup once since she
for coughs, colds, etc.
William D dge, Cecil Osgood, Jamie similar
ills, it is unsurpassed.
began taking it, and when she has a edy
Abram, Leslie Mello and Ralph TownThe Peruna Medicine Co,
few
doses
of
Peruna
I
Address
little
cold
a
fixes
box
Mr*. C. E. Long,
214, Atwood,
send. Lena Maddox, aged nine years, has
her out all right.”
Coltimhus, Ohio, for a free book oo
a recent letter to Hr. HartColorado,in
keen to fifteen consecutive terms of school
Mrs Nellie Courter, 14 Center avenue, catarrh.
man, say* the following:
without missing a day.
Jan. 2$.
Bob.
Knowlton, of El hworth, assisted by G. U.
C. £. Monaghan's dancing school here
Elmer E.
The
Rowe, of Ells worth.
t>* uU2ilioua' itrtntp .Veto, e., -w^ft pages
For additional County AV*r» im other payrt
is progressing finely.
r'ffioers are P. M. W., C harles Youtman;
M. W.. R. P. Greene; F., R. L. YVithsm;
Mrs. Hiram Harding, of Sargentville, is
KanI Itluehtll.
S ••till lirer Ills.
Reuben Thom is at work at Mosquito O, G. K. flsrrty; recorder, G. E. Marks;
▼laiting her brother, Curtis Dodge.
WillUm Small lo*t a fine young cow
P. R. Greene; receiver, W. B.
financier,
mountain.
Mrs. Lucy Hinckley has been quite ill
getting ml red in tbe brook
S. W. Cousins; i. W A. R. lately by
Ridley;
guide,
Emma B. Love, who has been teaching
with the g~ip for the past week. She is a
near Stoning!«>u **LHy pond”.
O. W., J. N. Candage.
Wood;
in Penobscot, is at home for the winter.
Httle better now.
Mrs. Clara Fierce, w ho baa been caring
Officers of the Degree of Honor were inAlfred Staples’ mill yard is a busy place,
A scries of meeting* h«* been held iiK
stalled by Deputy G. C. H. Mrs. Hattie for Mrs. George l). Howard, haw been
He is putting in a large supply of stave the Baptist church for about four weeks
a
Atwood, assisted by G U. Mrs. W. R. home for few day* real this week, but
wood this winter.
Fred E. Greene returned last Wednes- Alhertoti, of Brewer. The officers are: returned Friday, aa no one could be proNahum H nckley is filling his ice houses. I day from a two weeks’ visit in Ma*>sa~
j P. C. H Mrs. W. E. Emery; C. H., Mrs. cured to take her place.
He has sever*! teams hauling ice from ; ebusetts.
Tbe news of tbe death of Rev. Jonathan
A J. Grindle; L. H., Mrs. R P. Greene;
Wood’s pond. The ice is of good thickJohn 8. Gray has so far recovered from C. C, Mrs. G. K. Hardy; recorder, Mrs. Adams, of Bangor, on Tuesday, touched a
ness and fiue quality.
W. B.
bis illness us to resume his duties as mailRidley; financier, Mrs. P. R. tender chord in rnaxiy heart* here, aa be
The S V. dramatic company, of this carrier.
Greene; receiver, Mrs. F. E. Graves; a pent bia childhood and early youth «i
usher, Susie Long; 1. \V., Maud Ridley; Deer Isle, where bit father preached many
place, piaytd their drama “Nevada; or the
Roscoe L. Curtis, w ho has been away
Lost Mine’’, in Surry last week. They re- for several roo.itha, is the guest of Mrs. | 3. W., Colitia Thom.
years. Many of tbe older resident* were
After the ii sUllation,all repaired to the on terms of intimate friendship with him.
port a fine time, a large audience, and an W. F. Chapman.
lower hall where supper awaited them. They will mias bia occaaional visits and
excellent supper at the Sorry house.
C. H. Wardwell and Frank I. Candage
The remarks of Deputy Knowltoo were bia genial way*.
Pearl Atherton, the musician, is busy •ame home froui Frankfort last Saturday
interesting and instructive.
The storm of Wednesday night left forthis winter. He is teaching a dancing
tnd
returned
yesterday.
j
Jan.28
G.
est and fruit trees bending with their
school in Isieboro, and will begin one FriThere was r social dance at the grange
crystal load, and telegraph linta were a
day, Feb. 1, at South Brooksvilie, Mr. ball last Friday evening, under the man- KYiuter Harbor.
mass of Ice. Nothing looked prettier thao
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Atherton’s school in Sedgwick will close
igement of George E. Carter and G.
Whereas It has pleased our Heavenly Father | tbe hen*wire fences, which looked like
■ext Wednesday night with a masque
Everett Emerton.
o remove from our midst our beloved brother, | frosted lace.
No trees were broken in j
The grammar school, E. K. Herrick, rhemas II Smallldge, and whereas we, the this
vicinity, but there is some fear that j
Andrew Leach died Tuesday, Jan. 22,
nrmin r* of Wli ter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M.,
The primary
;eacher, closed last Friday.
tbe fruit bud* may be injured, aa the ice
after a short illness. Mr. Leach went to
uncrrely mourn uur loss and feel that In Ids'
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cured of what I
thought, aa wellas my doctors, an everlasting case of
catarrh, and take pleasure in saying that
Peruna has done it all.”
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T. T. I.iei.alien, a prominent young
lawyer of Washington, D. C., and brother of W. O, Lienalien, in the TT.S.
document room,
has taken Pernna
for catarrh and
speaks of its efficacy in the following words.
M r. L 1 e n a 11 e n
“I
am
ttji:

are

offletaling.

isvle

“Since he commenced taking the Pe•una I can go to bed and sleepall night,
tie can breathe through hia nose any
way he lies, and all that hawking and
ipttting la gone. My boy 1* as well
today as when he left off taking It,
ind he only took one bottle.”

The ladies of the Baptist sewing circle
wet in the chapel for work Thursday
afternoon. Supper was served at 6 o’clock.
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Im during hla long and trying lilnes*.
lewaa hurled Saturday afternoon from
be Union moetlng house, Ree. C. N.

Norwalk, Conn., write*: "rerun* nu
[lone wonders for my boy. I cannot
praise it enough. I think ft ts the
best medicine on earth ; let me tell
you why I think so : My son has
been afflicted with catarrh since he
was a baby five months oid, so that
for years I had to watch him all night
long, and keep hia mouth open so he
muld breathe, as he could not breathe
through hie nose. Me has always been
rery delicate.
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Sure Cure.
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unity, with steady onward rush, spreadout in limitless expanse, tike the
crowded ran** of Xerxes cohorts, these
long-forgotten memories unfold.
The giiot and glamour of days which
bore them return no more; petty deeds
and leaser details, creations of noonday,
barnaclea, aa it were, clinging to the imperishable element beneath, spread not
their combrous deformities that obscure
the perfect view, but in tbe darkness of
enshrouding night, before a background
of gleaming Aurora they go hence and arc
no more.
Tbe wisdom of intervening
yean has shorn them of their vagaries,
and the undying memory stands forth in
majesty revealed.
Far away on the horizon of its existence, In the dim light of the century’s
dawn, shines the burning name of Boneparte; dread star of Wormwood, that
which John from his lonely Isle, in prophetic vision, beheld with wouder, flamDread star and
ing In the heavens.
dreadful man, led by vain desires to sub*
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How It Is Done on the Bays an<l Inlets of Hancock County.
Many accounts of the smelt Industry at
Burry have appeared In the papers. Nearly 100 men and boys are engaged at Burry

tance all thet*e ilttle houses

huddled

STATE OF
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MAINE.

least prior to the second Tuesday of April.
1901, that they may then and there in sail
;ourt appear and answer to said petition.
Lucilius A. Embry,
Presiding Justice
K true copy of the petition and order mi
court thereon.
Attest:—Jonh F. Kjiowltow, Clerk.

County of Hancock ss.-gether remind one of some miniature city. To the Supreme Judicial Court sitting at Ellsworth. within and for the county of HanSometimes, when the bay first freezes,
cock, State of Maine.
these villages come into existence with as
STATIC OF MAINE.
undersigned, William Rogers, of
Bden, Hancock county, Maine, and Allen Bounty or Hancock «s.:—To the Supreme
and In thirty-five years, more than f40,000 little notice as that of a mining settleE. Rogers, of Orono, in the county of PenobJudicial Coart sitting at Ellsworth. witMp
worth of smelts has been taken.
ment. The smelts are shipped to Boston scot, in said State, respectfully represent:
and for the county of Hancock. State m
First. That your petitioners are in possesMaine.
The smelts are all caught with book snd New York markets.
sion of certain real property, namely: an
undersigned, William Rogers, m
and line; taking them otherwise, such ae
island lying in the mouth of Frenchman’s Bay
Eden, Hancock oounty, Maine, and A lie,*.
in
the
town
of
Winter
Harbor
D. Rogers, of Orono, in the county of Penob(formerly a part
It's folly to suffer from that horrible plague
by seine, would be regarded by tbe fishof the town of
Hancock county,
cot, in said State, respectfully represent:
ermen here as a great wrong.
Tbe fish- of the night, itching piles. Doan's Ointment State of Maine,Gouldsboro),
now known by the name of
First. That your petti loners have a vested
Island, formerly known as Hern, 8amreehold estate in the fee simple in certain
ing is all done in tents, tbe tents being sures, quickly and permanently. At any drug Turtle
mels, or Scammeis Island, and at one time deeal
estate, namely: an island lying in tin
50
cents.—Advt.
about aiz feet long, five feet wide and store,
scribed as Table Island, being one of the sevuouth of Frenchman's Bay, iu the town of
eral islands described in a deed from the
Vinter Harbor (formerly a part of the town
blgh enough for a man to stand up in
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by its Com>f Gouldsboro), Hancock couuty, Maine, now
them. These tents are covered wltb cloth,
missioner, to William W. Parrott, of Glounowu by the name of Turtle island formcester, Massachusetts, dated June 16, 1830,
heated by a stove and usually lighted by
rly known as Heru, Samtnels or Scaminels
and recorded November 24, IH20, in the regisand at one timfc described as Tabte
sland,
a lantern.
NOTICK OF AUCTION SALK.
try of deeds for said Hancock county, Maine,
sland, being one of the reveral islands dsin book 4! .page 125. Being the same Island
cribed in a deed from the Commonwealth 6t
A hole abont aiz feet long and eight
facilitate the voluntary dissolution of
fassachusetts, by its Commissioners, to Wilthe firm of Allen A Company, lately en- known as Turtle Island described in a deed
Inches wide la cut In tbe ice and the tent
iam W. Parrott, of Glouctsler, Ma^achnin the granite business at Hall Quarry, from William Handy to said William Rogers
gaged
dated May 4, 1888, and recorded May 7, 1888, in
etts, dated June 16, 1820, and r< corded Noset lengthwise of this. Six lines attached
lu the town of Mt. Desert, Hancock
county, vol. 186,
in
said
344,
ember 24, 1820, in the registry of deeds fur
registry.
page
to a pole fastened to the plates of the Maine, said tirro consisting of Obadiah Allen,
Second. That your petitioners and those
aid Hancock county, Maine, in book 41, page
L. Elrie Holmes and Melville L. Allen, ail of
25. Being the same island known as Tunis
tent bang tn*o tbe water nearly eight
»aid Mt. Desert, the properly hereinafter under whom they claim have been in unintersland described in a deed irorn William
rupted possession of said property for more
inches spart. These lines, during fishing specified, including lands, buildings, wharf, than ten years prior to the date of this petiiaudy to William Rogers du.eu .day 4, 188&,
tools an apparatus used by said firm in the
tion claiming an estate of freehold, to wit:
ntl recorded May 7,1883, in vol. 186, page 314,
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kept
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of
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granite business,
public auc- an estate in fee simple therein.
jugate the woriu, wading in rlverB
u paid registry.
The way the fishermen handle these tion at the wharf of Allen & Company at said
Third, That the source of your petitioners’
That your petitioners have th*
Second.
man blood, destined at ieugth to shatHall Quarry, on Monday, the eleventh day of
title in and to said property is as follows:
ecord title to the above-dt scribed land in
lines, how they can bait the books and February, 1901, at twoo’ciock in the afternoon. That
tered hopes, on 8t. Helena’s rock to die.
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ud under the following-deci it < d deeds:
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to
hereinafter
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he deed from William liana.*
(except
portion
Other scenes and other nations come
lowing lauds:
logers above described. The deed fiom WilFirst.
Seventeen acres more or less de- scribed) the deed from William Handy to
“taking bolt” is wonderful. One man has
and
unand go, changes, constant
iam Rogers to Allen E. Rogers dated Febscribed in a deed from A A. K. Richardson et William Rogers, described in the first parain
less
known
to
catch
100
been
hereof.
That
of
pounds
Alien
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uary 7, 1889, and recorded iu said registry for
ceasing, transfer dominion’s rod from
al to A. J. Whiting et al. dated June 22, 1874,
K Rogers is (except as to a small portion hereaid Hancock county, in book 331, page 839,
laud to land. Kingdoms fall; republics than one hoar. This means at least 1,000 and recorded in the Hancock couuty, Maine, inafter described) the deed from William
onveying one undivided half ot said propof deeds, book 148, page 841. Subject
registry
seventeen
minute.
One
or
abont
a
fish
dated
F< bruary 7,
Rogers to Allen E Rogers
rty, the deed from Bion E. Whitney to Wilrise; despotism gives way to liberty. A
however, to the exception set forth in said 1890,
and recorded in said registry for said
iam Rogers and Allen E. Rogers conveying
smelter has been known to catch 500 deed.
When blood is watery and thin, or, brilliant galuxy of lords and great men,
county of Hancock, in book 331, page »i9, conlot of about one-eighth of an acre near the
Second.
Fifteen acres more or less deone
tide’s
fishing.
E.
Rogers one undivided
hore, of even date with this petition, and
revolving in their orbits, centralize the pounds during
scribed in a deed from A. A. K. Richardson et vening to said Allen
as doctors weald say, lacks red blood
half part of said property. That the source
ntered
for recoad In said registry of deeds
to
*30
in
a
and
have
made
Borne
ai
to
A.
W
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|25
day
hiling et al, dated June 22, 1874, of your petitioners’ title to said small porthat much is rad- ; panoramic view. They, in their allotted
corpuscles, it is u
or said county of Hancock. The record titls
amd recorded in said registry, book 148, page
in a few weeks; but these big
tion of said island, to wit: a lot near the
f your petitioners is derived Irom the inortstations, live and thrive and rule a season, others |200
wrong.
shore containing about one-eighth of an acre
agors hereinafter named through various
Third. One acre more or less described in
We would advise everyone who has then pass the sceptre on. lteflectlons, catches are only made by those expert in
is the deed from Bion B. Whitney to said
ie»ne conveyances duly recorded in the regsuch symptoms to start at once to from tbe great source of intellectual light, fishing. Tbe chances are that a green a deed from John W. Somes to A. J. Whiting William Rogers and Ailen E. Rogers of even
«try of deeds for said county of Hancock.
et al, dated October 28, 1882, and recorded in
date with this petition, and entered for record
Third. That the record title of said land of
take a proper
to overcome this
If
would
starve
tbe
first
said registry, book 184, page 432.
winter.
shoot back from earth’s revolving mirror, hand
in said registry of deed for said county of
our petitioners is incumbered by the followFourth. Fifteen acres more or less detronblc.
flash upon flash, rapid and brilliant, as dependent wholly on what fish be caught. scribed in a deed from Deborah Iiobinson to Hancock; said lot having beeu previously
ng undischarged mortgages appeariug Of
That remedy is Vinol, the greatest
to said Whitney by said William
ecord iu the registry of needs for said HanDuring tbe fishing season politics, re- Obadiah Allen et al, dated October 30. 1884, conveyed
and Alien E. Rogers by their deed dated Deand m >st modern tonic and rebuilder. the century advauces.
ock couuty, to wit:
and recorded in said
book 199, page cember 15,190U,
and recorded in said registry
Edward Brewer to
A.
A mortgage from
Under the living light of the sun of ligion, war and all other subjects gen- 434. This lot is alsoregistry,
Vinol owes its virtue to the fact that
described in a release of deeds,
287.
in
book
357,
osiah Brewer dated April 7,1838, and rt corded
page
in
are
dead
the stores,
deed from William J. Richardson to Obadiah
it co ains in a
concentrated human progress, the thoughts and long- erally discussed
Fourth. That an apprehension exists that
21. 1888, in book6d, page 387, of said regipril
Allen
et al, dated December 29, 18+7, and reNothing but smelts is talked corded in said
sta
le active curative
Benjamin Freeman, formerly of Boston,
exitry.
ings of preceding ages blossom and bear issues.
registry, book 221, page 237.
Massachusetts, or some person or persons unB. A morlgage from William E. Hodgkins
trr
I from cods’ livers, tile same eleEight acres more or less described known claiming as heirs,
fruit; tbe hidden secrets of nature come about; nothing but fishing discussed by in Fifth.
devisees, assigns,
o Thomas Arey dated October :0. 1866, and
a certain deed from James W\ Pryor et al
tv. that have
made cod-liver oil forth from their
in some other way by, through, or uuder
ecorded November 5,1866, iu book 126, page
long concealment, and the fishermen. The usual salutation when to A. J. Whiting et al, d*ted October 20, 1888, or
the said Benjamin Freeman, and Thomas
fatM is for
diseases.
36, of said registry.
and recorded iu said registry, book 230, page
bow to the will of man. Mighty unseen meeting another is: “How many?”
Simmons formerly of fcoxbury, MassachuC. A mongage from William Handy ts
I'l <-se medicinal elements arc disIt is a beautiful sight some still, cold 237.
or some person or persons unknown
setts,
Villiam E. Hodgkins dated November 3, 1874,
sre harnessed and confined; the
forces
Sixth.
One
acre
more or less described in a
s«dvi t in a delicious table wine so that
or in
as
heirs,
to
watch
the
streams
of
wrhite
devisees,
ecorded
November 7, 1874, in book 147, page
claiming
assigns,
Uicu
nurcu ak. McrtlllUH to A. u
W luthitherto unknown virtues of steam besr morning
some other
Vinol is most palatable.
by, through or under the ]
ing et als, dated February 4, 1889, and recorded said Thomasway.
Simmons, and the heirs of
Fourth. That your petitioners have all the
None of the
obnoxious him with whirlwind speed over land and
in said registry, book 232, page 508.
Thomas Arey, formerly of Gouldsboro, Hanight. title, interest and estate in the desSeventh. A part of a lot containing two cock
Tbe thunder-cloud’s imprisoned
gr ise that characterizes cod-liver oil sea.
county, Maine, or some person or per- * cribed premises which was formerly of said
hundred and sixty square rods more or less
and
makes it an
mortgagors, to wit: all the right, title, interrage euclrclee the world in man’s behalf,
described in a deed from E. H. Greely et al to
signs, or in some other way, by, through or
si and estate of Edward Brewer, William E.
for those who should take it, its
A. J. Whiting et als, dated March 28. 1891, and
living bands speaking, through awful
under the said Thomas Arey. claim some
lortgkiusaud William Handy.
recorded in said registry, book 251, page 336.
is found in Vinol,
title or interest in the premises adverse
Filth. That your petitioners and their
right,
depths of watery waste, the thoughts and
Eighth. Sixteen square rocs more or less to the estate of your petitioners, and that
We could relate manv instances
redecessors in title claiming under said
described in a deed trom Joseph W. Wood et such
shores. All
creates a cloud upon the
mortgagors have been in uninterrupted poswhere Vinol has done good and re- deeds of lands beyond tbeir
apprehension
als to M. L. Alien et als. dated March 16, 1896,
title and depreciates the market value of said
ession of all said real estate for more than
it
this, and more, has science done to draw Hard to
and recorded in said registry, book 300, page
Rtored the roses of health to the
wenty years atter the expiration of the time
400.
Together with rights-of-way appurte- property.
the finite to the infinite.
Fifth. That the names and residences of
cheeks of the sufferer.
United in said mortgages for the full pernant
to
the
above
lots
and
to
certain
Scores of representative citizens of Ellssubject
the heirs of said Thomas Arey, and persons
orraance of the conditions thereof
is a fair
The abolition of human slavery and the
The
of the
reservations set forth in saiu deeds.
The known to
Sixth. That the names and residences of
your petitioners claiming under
offered
for
sale
includes
said
write
in
to
Vinol:
universal
arbitration
property
lauds,
of
on
subthe following
way
regard
worth are testifying
said Thomas Arey are as follows:
dawning light
he persons claiming under Josiah Brewer,
with
al'
interest
which
said
&
together
Allen
Elsie Arey. wife of James Arey, of Goulds“For several months I suffered lassithe heirs of Josiah Brewer me as foleffect
amel.v,
of
the
christianizing
have in the shore between high and
proclaim
boro, Jane Bragdon, of Sullivan, and George f 3ws: Lewis Brewer, of Rockland. Knox counSuch a record of local endorse- Company
tude and tired all the time. Also a earth’s advancement. Yet behind it
low water murk adjoining same, and wharf
all, ject.
son of said Josiah Brewer; that
Arey, of Sullivan, all in said county of HanMaine,
y,
situated
and
all rights by charter or cock,
sinking feeling in my stomach, which behind this magnificent scene of life and ment is unequaled in modern time. This otherwisethereon,
Maine, being children of said Thomas
lie names and residences of the persons
to maintain such wharf; also all
Ar^y.
nothing would relieve, and I was
laiming under Thomas Arey. namely, the
said
land
two
small
buildings
upon
in
except
the background,
Sixth. That your petitioners believe, and
leirsot Thomas Arey, are as follows: Elsie
and weak. ,\s an experiment I tried progress, glowering
public statement made by a citizen is but dwelling-houses, one owned by Llewellyn therefore represent
that said Benjamin Free- | irey, of Uooldsboro, Jane Bragdon and
Merchant, and one by William Morris.
Vinol and if I wrote pages I could not anarchy and nihilism rear their dis- j
man is deceased; and your petitioners further
ieorge Arey, of Sullivan, Hancock county,
have
and
In
addition
to
that
it
the
real
one
of
the
estate
above
many
preceded
speci- represent that they do not know the heirs,
tell all it has done for me."—Mrs. A. torted forms, dreadful, hideous, terrible. ;
Jaine, being children of said Tnomas Arey,
fied, there is offer* d for sale, at the same time devisees, or assigns, or persons claiming
hat the names and residences of the person*
by,
K. La Pruscii,
Mass.
Towering and shadowy, on either side of the hundreds that will follow. Read it:
and place, the following persoual property,
through or under the said Benjamin Freelaiming under William K. Hodgkin*. namely,
viz
the highway of peace, they seem to stand
he heirs of William E. Hodgkins, are asfolman; and your petitioners believe, and thereAbout twenty- five kits of paving tools and a
we know
so
of
Grant’s
that
said
Thomas
Geo.
W.
fore
Simmons
is
Mr.
Eben B. Hodgkins,of l'i> uton,Clrarle*
ows:
Perkins,
farmer,
represent,
like Hcyl'a and Charybdls of old, threatmiscellaneous lot of paving tools, four har- deceased and
V. Hodgkins, of
Eden. Hancock county,
your petitioners further repreand one-half kegs of blasting sent that
and because we know so
do not know the heirs, deWald.on B. Hodgkins, 01 spruce Head,
ening ruin and disaster. Or, changed in Corner, says: “I was troubled with kid- nesses, nine
Jaine,
they
two dumps carts, one pair of wheels,
or assigns, or persons
and Maud M. loung, of
powder,
visees,
Cnox
claiming
by,
Maine,
couuty,
and how it will form or place, like dark ominous clouds
what It will
bellows, anvils and water pipe.
through or under said Thotnus Simmons; and
loston, Massachusetts, b?ing children of
ney and urinary compla'nt for almost five
The above-described property will be sold
further represent that other
.Villiam E. Hodgkins, and Gerald P. Kelley
petitioners
your
the
it does in a they overshadow ail; low muttering* and
together, including the personal property
the persons herein named, they do not
md Pearl Kelley of Hancock, Maine, being
rumbles roll their thuuderous years, and if out in the cold I suffered and real estate in one lot, and not in lots or than
know the heirs, devisees, or assigns, or per- j 'bildren and heirs of Henrietta Kelley, descientific way, we
en- deep-voiced
parcels.
sous claiming in any other way, by, through
ased. dauguter of the said William E.
peals through all the sky. A brilliant more
than usual. My back ached until I ; The real estate will be sold subject to the or under the said Thomas Arey.
dorse and recommend
and in
lodgkins; and Ruth Kelley, Baugor, Maine,
flash, a jagged gleam, and a star front
right of Allen & Company who own about
Your petitioners therefore pray that per
Hary
Kelley, Holden, Maine, Charles Pettinthousand
to refund earth’s constellation vanishes; thus died was miserable, aud the urinary weakness seventy
paving block-, now upon I sonal service by copy of this petition and
every instance
tiil and Lucretia Pettiugill, being children
the property, to keep said paving blocks order of notice thereon shall be made
tnd heirs of Ida Kelley, deceased, uaughter of
upon
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weekly meetings.
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L. U. Bragdon has been filling Dr. Jackson’s ice house.

John Andrews was in Bar Harbor and
Ellsworth Saturday.

Sargent, who
improved.

Charles

Mrs

quite ill,

has

been

is much

Margaret Rolfe and little Marie
returned to their home in Gouldsboro
Mrs.

Monday.
Edgar Jellison and wife attended the
public installation of the K P lodge at
West Sullivan.
Jan. 28.

Breeze.

Isle.

Mrs. Lena Dickson arrived home from
Boston Saturday.
J. W. Green has been cutting ice this
week for himself and others.
Frank W. Greenland has purchased the
house formerly owned by Capt. George
IX Haskell.
E. B. Haakfll, who has bees first officer
on

the schooner

home

“Hugh Kelley”,

arrived

Friday.

Capt. George H. Sp"ff »rd left Wednesday for Boston, to take command of his
new vessel, ibe “Thelma”.
J.m

28

J. S.

F

St«Rlnjrton.
Mr«. Jane Black and

family

have moved

here from Rockport.
R. W. Cousins has painted the interior
of Ocean View house.

Hiram Morey, jr., moved to Rockland,

Monday,

where he is

Lawrence

employed.

Gross left last week to join the

yacht “Narada”

at New London

The F. and A. M. will have
stallation in the opera house

Capt.

A.

F

Dow has

a

public

in-

Feb. 6.

hauled

up the

SlJUrrtiannrnts.

DO YOD GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney

Trouble

Makes You

Miserable.

His handsome,
ments of New York.
honest face and five, cordial manner won
him the friendship of all his fellow laborers. and many were the invitations
he received to join them in ti*e ciubroom,
in the theater aud aveu the barroom.
But Alfred Harris had the pure teachings of a Christian mother to withhold
him from rushiug headlong into dissipation aud vice, aud all the persuasions of
his comrades could not induce him to join
them in scenes like this. lie feared the

Y.

a

illness.
sev-

Whitney, of Hampden Corner,

has been entertained at Mr. Kimball’* for
several
Mrs.
to ihe

days.

George Grtndle
for

house

a

vailing epidemic.
Mrs. E. A. Taylor,

has been

few

days by

confined
the

of

1

pre-

Bangor, spent
days recently with her nephew, Jay D.
B.
w
with
L.
Ames, is spendAtwood,
ho,

Rev. B. B. Sherman, of Medford, Mass
candidate for the vacant pastorate of the
<. ougi egational church, occupied the pul
pit t the Union eburcn Sunday morning.
He gave the congregation an excellent

few

tbe winter at Mrs. Connor’s.

ij

CENTURY

NEW

!»and New Year’s Notes of Sale for

j

One evening one of his fellow clerks,
George Warren, the most high toned and

|

j

j

......

■;
1901. j
j
('

Our usual anuual clearing sale begins with the New
Year. January will be a month of great saving uppertunities hew*. We enter tire new year ami the new oenwith linn determination to progress with the times.
if it IsEvery new idea in merchandising will Iw adopted
worthy, and by its careful execution we hoj*e to maintain
and to deserve the leadership that we have gained in the

If

l>
it

(
I

f
^>

Jtuvv

dry goods

business in Hancock county.

(I
((
|
'»

(lAl JrhltT.

M.

couseq uences.

«

moral one among them, invited Allred to
go home with him to supper and make
ing
the
acquaintance of his family. The »t >y
During the absence of Rev. and Mrs, ;
gladly assented, for he spent many lonely
H. D. French in Newton, Mass., the Conevenings, with only bis books and bis
sermoi.
%
gregational pulpit will be supplied by
thoughts for company.
William Hanna, who was with Capt. students from tbe Bangor theological
lie found his friend's family very soschool.
wrecked
“Fannie
in
the
cial
and entertaining. Mrs. Warren, the
Eugene Stanley
Earl”, on his arrival at New York, not
Tbe weekly Saturday evening dance at mother, was a pleasant, winning, I might
one of
wishing to return home without “a shot tbe hall was, as usual, a very pleasant almost say fascinating, woman, seems
the kind whose every little speech
in the locker,” shipped with Capt. Charles affair In spite of the extreme cold. Young
and
whose
of consequence
every act
Lunt for a trip down the Southern coast.
people drove from Verona, Bucksport and praiseworthy. Mr. Warren was a cheery,
v
Richard Dole, the eldest son of Rev. Bluehill to be present.
social gentleman, fond of telling stories
Charles Dole, well known among our sumMrs. Prank Farnham was in Brewer and amusing young people. And George's
sister Jessie—how shall I describe her?
mer people, has gone on a voyage to China
last week to attend tbe wedding of her
A girl about Alfred’s own age, a half
in a sailing ship, to be gone a year. He oldest son, Maurice Llnwood, and Miss
half saucy, dimple faced, rosy
wants to follow the sea for a vocation. | Alma Kingsbury, of
Brewer. Sincere bashful,
cheeked maiden, sparkling with wit and
Tbe ship sailed from New York, Jan. 25.
are
extended
the
congratulations
happy pleasantry, aud pretty enough for any
The recent death in Starks, at the home couple from Orland friends, where Mr. young man to fall in love with at first
well
remembered
as
a
Farnhsm
Is
Rev.
Amos
of
the
of his daughter,
young sight.
Redlon,
man of Irreproachable character.
This was Mr. Warren’s family, and It
is deeply regretted here and at Bass Harwas no wonder that Alfred was charmed
28.
Q.
Jan.
bor where he had labored so faithfully for
with them. They were not very wealthy
many years. The two churches for public Hull's Com.
people, but were in easy circumstances
worship stand as monuments of his real
Mrs. Fred Sawyer made a visit to her and on a promising road to fortune. Aland fidelity in pushing*forward the work.
borne at Northeast Harbor last week.
fred very soon felt a* well acquainted
with them all as if he had known them
The literary circle, having finished “The
I'harlM ThnmiN. nt
KHon. is niltino1
Winter’s Tale”, is now discussing Long- quite a quantity of ice at Lakewood for for years. The supper was delicious, espacta Uy to n hoy wnn«<* small salary
"vwiaeii
ror h
muic
reuow s
i^geuu.
people in tbe town.
could afford him only the plainest living.
variety the society will meet at the home
Daniel Brewer baa returned from his
After supper wine was brought in.
of the members for a season. The club is
work lu tbe woods. He will drive a team
Mrs. Warren poured it out herself, and
Dr.
for
to
entervery grateful
Phillips
with a winning smile passed a glass of
! for Nathan Ash.
taining it at his office with patience and
the sparkling liquid to their guest. Alfred
is
her
!
Mrs. Cyrus 'Dickey
visiting
so
months
in
succession.
took it with some hesitation, but did not
courtesy
many
daughter in Ellsworth.
Bach of the family
raise it to his lips.
Q od work is being done by the chorus
held a glass, waiting to pledge their visIn the graduating class of the Bar Harin preparation for the “Concert of Nabor high school Miss Ueie\« Leli.nci itor. But Alfred feared to drink it. He
tions”, which is to be given under the
set the goblet on the table, while a burnhas been assigned the “Presentation of
auspices of the Methodist society on the
ing flush overspread his face.
and
Miss
Delia
Wilcomb
the
class
Gifts”,
night of Feb. 7. A fine programme is
“What' Do you not drink wine?” asked Mrs. Warren in her pleasant tones.
being arranged, and the enterth ment history.
”1 have b~en taught not to drink it.**
A supper
w ill no doubt draw a big bouse.
Quite a number of the young people of
said Alfred.
will be served at close of the programme. this town were called home on account of
“You have had good teaching, 1 doubt
Spray.
Jau. 28.
; tbe grip Elia McGown, Mrs. Gordon aud
not.” said the lady, “and I honor you for
! Icaptien Brewer are among them.
Hast Sullivan.
respecting it. but 1 think it makes a difI
Lloyd White, of Ailstou, Mass., is spend- ference where and in what company you
There are some sixteen teams (muling
the
winter
with
his
Mrs.
E.
1 should not be willing for
take it.
toother,
ing
! logs on the pond for Doyle & Havey.
: S. Carpenter.
George to go into a barroom in company
The parties who have been getting out
with dissipated young men and call for
B.
Jan. 28.
ship timber for a Millbridge firm finished
wine; but at home in the family circle it
Sa urday,
ItuiliNVuri.'
their contract
the
loading
A moderate use of wine
is different.
“Uncle Peter” Mooney, the well-known never hurts any one. It is only when cartimber on the cars at Tank
station.
You
war
His
that it U injurious.
died
ried
to
excess
is
more
timber
back
veteran,
There
of
Tuesday morning.
good ship
had better drink yours. So little as that
death CAme as a general breaking down
Sullivan.
v.
will never hurt you.”
under the infirmities of years aud Irom
East Sullivan, with its pastoral surJessie was sitting by Alfred. She too*k
old wounds received in bouorable service
roundings, namely a dory and cow-bell,
np the glass he had set on the table and
j went to West Sullivan Tuesday night to of his country. He was a member of gave it to him with a charming smile.
tbe G. A. JR. post and U. V. U. He will be
the double installation of the sisterhood
“Drink it for my sake.” she said.
brotherhood of Pytbians.
It is buried with ali tbe honors due a soldier. !
and
Again he took the goblet in his hand.
Tuesday morning Hon. Parker Spofford The glowing wine was tempting, but the
thought this amphibious craft may be
1
him were more tempting
It received a telegram from Denver, Col., j faces around
the success of the twentieth century.
•till. He raised it toward his lips. But
glided smoothly along. Engineer F. L. ; announcing the sudden death of his j st that moment there rose up before him
Orcutt obeying every jingle from Capt. I brother-in-law, William B. Lawson, Bun- j
a pale, sweet face, with pleading eye*—
E. E. Bragdon. Capt. Hue! Johnson held day afternoon, from apoplexy. Mr. Lawj the face of his mother in heaven. The
an
honorary position. Elmer Hanna, j sou was about fifty-seven years of age. : boy laid down the gins* with a firm hand
steward, bad charge of the milk caus, I He leaves a widow, formerly Miss Pbebe and with firm tones he said:
Mr. Lawson
“l cannot drink it. It was my mother’s
A. Spofford, of Bucksport.
while Seamen H. O. and Will Johndying request that I should never taste of
was well and favorably known here, havson, Dallas, Hanna, Joy, Bean, E*taand if 1 disregard it now 1 fear
brooks and Hill did good execution
ing been connected as engineer under wine,
You
greater temptations will follow.
j at the windlass. One craft was sighted in Mr. Spofford during the building of tbe must
pardon u.y seemiug discourtesy, but
;
and
railroad.
adrift.
Seaman
Bangor
Bucksport
distress, having gone
I cannot drink it.”
Ksiatrooks returned it lo its owner withA silence fell upon the little circle.
It being a lime of comparaout sa vage.
None spoke for several minutes.
Mrs Auu Handy is very 1*1.
tive peace, Millies were given with the
Then Mrs. Warren said in a voice
A merry party went to Prospect Harbor
choked with emotion:
bel», ami in only one instanue was Mils re“Forgive me. inv boy. for tempting you
turned by gun*.
As no damage was done, to Rev. J. L. Pinkerton’s Wednesday.'
Would that
to violate your Conscience.
I Le
wi>l
affair
blow over.
probably
Mrs.
all young men would show as high a
Passengers
H.
O.
Johnson, surprise party.
It h«i a general uood
Mrs. L'XZ e Simpson, Mrs. ftuel Johnof duty.**
•ense
time. The party consisted of 11. E. Wh’t1-'
ihn fninil
rmt ilnvn tlm
son, Mr*. Elmer Ham.a. Miss Helen Hill
t-tk.-r and wife, Mrs. A. S. Kolfe, S. S. Asti
enjoywi me means or t ransporiHi tun iiu*
win** untasted.
nKsnaely. and accepted an luvtiatiou to and wife, Mrs. Martha Kolfe, Mrs. Sarah
“The hoy is right.” said Mr. Warren.
visit “junk of Pork”, in the “Junk of
Joy, Mrs. Mary Sowle and Mrs (J H. “Drinking wine leads to deeper potaPork” next summer hiki eat herring a la
a substantial reminder
left
Perry.
tions.
We have done wrong in setting
Tiny
Brsgdou. The excellent work of both
such an example before onr children.
orders was much enjoyed, also the ban- | of their visit.
Here. Ellen,” he called to the servant,
quet furnished by the sisterhood.
Mrs. N. H. Sowle has gone to Sullivan
Jau. 28.
“take away this decanter.”
Sub.
and L;lnworth to visit friends and relaAnd. as the table was cleared of the
Eden.
j lives.
wiue and glasses. Mr. Warren said solColburn Higgins has recently purchased
There was to have been an ice cream emnly.
•'Now. here, in the presence of yon all.
the Israel Oott homestead.
: sociable at Freeman hall Saturday even-;
1 make a solemn vow never .o have any
Mrs. Augustus Thomas hss gone to iug, bat it was po»t poued’on account of I
more wine on my table or drink it myself
Ellsworth Falla to visit her daughter, Mrs. the weather.
as a leverage, and may my influence and
Jan. 28.
Jen
Lord.
precepts be as binding on my children as
the request of this boy’s mother to him.”
Mrs. Ji bn
Hodgkins, who has been West T rtuiuui.
And Mrs. Warren softly responded:
Mrs. Sarah A. Heed is still at Bar Harvery ill with pneumonia, is slowly im“Amen!”
bor.
proving.
Mr. Warren turned to Alfred.
Rev. A. P. Thompson preached at Gott’s
Mrs. Eva Colson and little son Harris
“W’e are not drunkards or winebibbers
returned home Tuesday, after a six weeks’ Island Sunday.
here, my boy. 1 have always preuebed
visit to her busbaud in Boston.
Nelson Carter, of Surry, is visit iug his temperance to my children, but 1 have
never realized before how an occasional
Jan. 28.
T.
daughter, Mrs. Charles P. Lunt.
glass of nine, if partaken of in good soSalisbury Cove.
Miss Zulma Lunt, who is attending
ciety. could injure. I see it now. If a
James Campbell, a life-long resident of Gorham normal school, has the
person can drink one glass, he can drink
this place, died yesterday morning after
Schools are in progress. L. W. Kumill ] another and yet another, and it is hard
1
a
abort Illness with pneumonia.
to know just where to draw the line.
He teaches the
grammar, and Miss Lulu Mayo
I will show
thank you for this lesson.
leaves two children by a former wife—
the primary.
This is Miss Maye s third
that I have as much manliness as a mere
Seth T. Campbell, of Island Falls, and
term here.
boy. My children, will you follow my exMiss Helen Campbell, of Salisbury Cove—
Jan. 28.
Thelma.
ample and pledge to abstain totally from

Eor partieuiars of our great record-breaking January clearing sale In
in rurs,
departments, lie sure and call at our store. Our offerings
•
[ Cloaks, Dress Goods. 1.1 liens. Housekeeping floods. Muslin I nderwear,
I j»ilhx, Embroideries, Hosiery and Gio'vs are the most interesting news to
i * ail to whom great and unusual reductions in reliable and seasonable goods
11 appeal. During this sale we will place on our bargain counters new hues
which probably we omitted to mention in this advertisement. You want
to visit this store daily during the progress of this sale.

i >
^ |
>

The following remarkable values will be on sale while they last:
Fur Jackets at
$22.50
$30 Near Heal
"
*’
27.50
35
"
*•
••
32.50
40
*’
"
“
40.00
50
These are elegant garments worth every cent of our regular price, but
as a special attraction to our fur department we offer these garments at
these extraordinarily low prices.

(►

I

all

I

Women’s Jackets and Automobiles.

Our $7.50 Jacket reduced to $4.(Hi
"
12.50
8.99
6.00
10
"
Golf capes from $3.00 to $10.
9.99
15
Our entire stock of cloaks and capes Is marked to be closed by the
end of the month.
I*
Walking. Kalny-day and Dress Skirts. You can buy any skirt In the
(1 lot at a reduction of 25 per cent.
Our $5 Jacket reduced to $3.50

|

'.
1
*

([>

(
f
(
(
(
I

1
>
I
I

>

j.

[

>:

I
f
*
<

J

J

([Petticoats.
].
i

([

Our entire stork of silk petticoats to be closed out at less than cost.
.)
>10 black taffeta silk petticoats >8.50; >7.50 black and colored silk pet- .)
ticoats >4.05; >5 black and colored silk |*ettieo»ts >3.90.

],

;[Black
11 >1

[I

Merserized Petticoats.

kind at 79c.
>1 25 kind at 99c.
>1.50 kind at >1.22 1-2 I •
"
8
2
2.59
2.49
>1.49
>1.90
#
,1
3.50
2.99
lllack satin waists >:. to >7.50 kind at >3.90.
Hlack
and colored taffeta silk waists to close at $3.49.
French flannel waists re- < t
I duced 25 per cent.
()

J|

[I

[IFlannelette
Wrappers.
|>
carry any cheap quality
wrappers.

0
(•
t)

of
Tlie cheapest we • [
Ihiring this sale we offer the following reduetion;>l flannelette wrapper 79c.; >1.25 flannelette wrapj«er 99c.; $1.50 flan- ('
nelette wrapper >1.25.
t •
We never
usiially have i- one at >1.

'[Dress

(J

Goods.

<[

J

in black dress goods in plain and fancy at 39e., 49c.,
’.
j I 09c.. 79c., 99c. and >1.25. Every piece under price.

Six-cial bargains

\ Silks.

j:

!> Housekeeping Goods.

!'

1•

All of our plain colored taffeta silks at uoc.; one lot of fancy taffetas (>
f at 59c., reduced from 75c.; one lot fancy taffetas, 79c., reduced from $1.25. < t

I*

White damask table linen 49c., worth 75c.
89
>1

([

I

•

|i

[

11 Towels from 5c. to 39e.; crashes from 8 l-2e. to 12 l-2c.; napkins from 7'.*c. I
to >3.99; bedspreads from 49, 79.
>1.25 to >3.50; blankets from 55c. to |
Imitation French flannel ! j
St>; sheetings 5c.; outings 5c.; prints 4 and 5c.
9c., reduced from 15c.

I

#

0
0
0

11

Muslin Underwear.

Corset cover* 12 1-2. 19. 25, 39 and 40c.; drawers 25, 37 1-2 and 49c.; | ►
skirts 49, 79, 99c. aud >1.25; night dresses 49, 79, 99c. and >1.25.
11
The

following

are

bargains

ladies’ wool hose

and cannot lx* replaced;
at 12 l-2c., worth 19c.

plain and ribbed 19
Children's riH» 4 hose
12 1-2
Hoys' heavy bicycle hose
It*
Kid glov- ----79

Hot of wool mittens 12 1 2 and 19c.:
| ( otne to our great sale of

ladies'

Jersey

"

25
t:>

"

25
>1

vests ami

11
(>
I >

(>
11
(1
pants

19c.

;,

v

{Hamburg
l|

# from 3c. to 49c.

;[ Another

Great

In corsets at 39e..

][

Embroideries.

5,000 yards of Hamburg embroideries at practically half price.

only

Prices 11

j1

Bargain

<[
I ►

about 10 dozen of them.

|

—

—

]

fifty^*

gaining, after

D. R. Connor is at heme after
eral weeks at Verona.

HHIUIWWB Har*w»r.

everybody who reads the newsthe wonderful
sure to know of
cures
made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
1
the great kidney, liver
; and bladder remedy.
«
It is the great medij cal triumph of the nine*
Ort teenth century; disI III covered after years of
L\
scientific research by
f* ifj
If \ie~
Dr. Kilmer, the emi"
nent kidney and biade
|]
■'
der specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright’s Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which ail readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address to,
Dr. Kilmer Sc Co..Binghamton, N. Y. The
wap-Boot
regular
dollar sizes»
.ggists.
*
is
Hood
vorife cathartic
Almost
papers is

is

Mrs.

Harry

A young man, or, rather, boy, for he
not IT years of age, was a clerk in
the great mercantile establishone of
was

_

8oj.er

Elisha

protracted

Gott, mother of W 8 Thurlow,
the latter’s home on Thursday, aged
eighty three years. The funeral took
place at the h me on Saturday.
E.
Jan 28.

Capt. Roland Lunt arrived home by
Wednesday for a short visit while his vesGeorge Cole, formerly of this place
sel, the Jonathan Cone”, is undergoing
but now of Milbrldge, spent several days
repairs.
here last week with his father. Wood
Charles B anceand A. R.

was a

and

present.

Mrs

bury Cole.

I TEMPTATION 1

page-*

wedding at the borne of
Mrs. John Bowden Saturday
evening, when their daughter Delay was
married to Albert Norris, of Bucksport.
Relatives and a few Intimate friends were
There

Mr.

di'd at

The dramatic ciub is rehearsing for a
drama, “Goldeu Gulch”, which they will
present soon.
Mrs. Charles Grover, of Winter Harbor,
has been spending the past week with
her sister, Mrs. J. B. Cole.

County 9mc*

other

Or land.

& Co., who havo been occupying
W. 8 Thurlow’s store, moved
to Rocklaud Wednesday.
Sanford Gray and Mrs. 8. Goodwin were
msrried Jan
21, at the borne of the
bride’s parents, H C Smith and wife.

Steubeu.

^juiittnnal

net

in

Evans

from
returned
C. C. Baker, in

has
Mrs.

a

rooms over

Fred Ash and wife, of West Gouldaboro, spent Friday at Capt. Kufus H.
Allen’s.
v
Mias

urday alter
acauta.”

town Sa

Prospect Harbor.
E. W. Cleaves and wife spent several
days with relatives in Steuben last week.

i.

^

Capt. David Weed, of Rockland,

JSbntixmmt*.

OUNTY NEWS.

l

measles.

and three young children by bis second
wife, who survives him. He was a

Register

brother of

bell,

Ellsworth.

of

sixty-two
Bar

of Deeds

The

W. B. Camp-

deceased

was

years of age.

wine

marry the bearded

ilai bur.

Hannah Higgins died Sunday
morning, aged eighty-four years. She
bad been in failing health for some time.

lady.”

Mrs.

She leaves
Ambrose

one

and

sou

Higgins

and

daugbur,

one

Mrs.

Mary

given

at

1

Higgins.
suriy.
A dime sociable will be

itiiAt

ball

on

Thursday evening

Jan. 31.
towards

The

proceeds

purchasing

a

Rural

of this week—
are

library

to

be used

for the Sun-

day school.
Hancock.

Stephen Stratton, an old and respected
resident of this town, d ed Sunday, aged
eighty-five years. He leaves a widow and
one daughter, Mrs. Henry Crabtree.

“You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
But

fence.
they ain’t the kind o' mediums that appeals
to common

sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser

much;
especially In winter, when the mow Is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers

beverage?”

Terrifying Indeed.
upon chemistry was lecbefore
a well known woman’s dr’*
turing
and illustrating his remarks with experiments.
All went Well until be paused a
moment and then said. “!’m very sorry,
but I must ask any of the ladies who use
face powder containing bismuth to leave
the room during this experiment, as the
gases 1 am about to set free have a peculiar affinity for bismuth and turn it

And

An

can be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know.’’

authority

purpe.”

Bass Harbor.

dance and sapper at
Columbia hall on Friday evening, Feb. 1.
Music by Joy’s orcheeu*.
There will be

as a

“We will, father.” was the response.
This pledge was never broken by any
of the family, and never did Alfred Harris have cause to regret that he resisted
the temptation to drink one cup of wine.
Years afterward, when he was a prosperous and wealthy merchant, and sweet
Jessie Warren was his wife, tli€*y often
spoke of the <*onsequences which might
have fo’lowed had he yielded to that on®
temptation; and Jessie tries to impress
as firm principles upon the minds oi her
children as her husband’s mother instilled
into the heart of her boy.—Exchange.

“The Living Skeleton Is blowing about
his bride-to-be,” remarked the India
Rubber Man; “be says she’s not like
other girls.” "That’s right,” replied the
Wild Man from Borneo; "he’s going to

a

Thia

signature is

Laxative
tie

on

Bromo=Quinine
cold In

remedy that

Whereupon the entire audience
three courageous sisters rose and
from the room.—81. Paul Globe.

every box of the genuine
Tablet.

cun a

one

day

j

and bargain sale once a vear.
We < *
have the goods to show.
Everything (I
adw r'.ised is from our regular stock. Our elearauee sales during January- (I
have been very popular in times past: this year we have made special
#
effort to induce everybody to avail themselves of the opisirtunity we offer 0
to buy goods cheap.
For that reason we have extended a reduction of
,)
prices throughout the entire stock.
’,

only advertise clearance
<[(’ neverWeadvertise
anything unless
a

we

#
0
0
(I
11

|

M.

j

QALLERT.

CLARION RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.
Pearl, Agate

a

id

Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Crockery

an

Heating.

Blue-Flame Oil

and Tin

Stoves.

Ware.

Fishing
Hot Water and Steam

J. P.

Tackle.

Heating.

ELDR1DGE,

Main Street,

KlUworth, Me.

Don't Be Bilious...
Regulate the bowels with the True UL. F.”
Afw ooiTs Bitters. (jsed for 40
years with never
failing good results.
The right kind have a
large red “JL F.” on a
yellow label and wrapper.
m

save

fled

The Ellsworth

American—only

COUNTY

Paper.

